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Abstract
Optical quantum information processing has advanced over the last decade from a hypo-
thetical goal and motivational reason to study single photon phenomena, to a practical
and established branch of physics. Quantum information processing with photon states
remains in its infancy, but is evolving rapidly towards implementable technology and
real applications in the areas of metrology, communications and computer science. Of
primary interest to continuing development are the sources necessary to generate single
photon states of light. Contemporary sources provide well controlled states of light us-
ing nonlinear processes to generate photon pairs in a probabilistic manner. In order to
supply state of the art information processing experiments with multiple concurrently
delivered photons, multiple sources must operate together. The spontaneous nature of
each source causes the multi-photon delivery probability to scale unfavorably, and at
present places limits on the complexity of photonic computation.
The work presented in this thesis comprises two separate parts relating to multiplexed
photon sources and development of an optical fibre for performing a quantum walk.
Active multiplexing of four temporal emission modes of a photon pair source into
a single temporal mode is demonstrated in a fiber integrated and resource efficient
implementation. An optical fibre with 37 coupled cores is fabricated for implementing
a two dimensional quantum walk. The suitability of the fabricated fibre is verified with
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The quantum mechanical model of nature is rich in effects not seen in everyday macro-
scale life. Increasingly technological innovation and physical sciences research have
become concerned with observing, simulating and controlling non-classical phenom-
ena. Major branches include (but are not limited to) Quantum Information Processing
(QIP); the study of the implications of representing information with the state of
quantum system, Quantum Key Distribution and related cryptographic applications
(QKD)[1], and Quantum Enhanced Measurement (QEM)[2]. It is perhaps intuitive
that the problem of representing a quantum system for simulation or storage might
be addressed with another quantum system, this is particularly attractive given the
computational resource scaling of conventional simulations of quantum systems [3].
Besides the practicalities of simulating interesting quantum systems (eg. Biological
molecules), when some classical problems are re-cast into the QIP domain, alternative
and in some cases highly efficient solutions can be found. Notable examples being the
quantum Fourier transform leading to Shors prime factoring algorithm [4], which has
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significant implications for classical cryptography. In order to use QIP a particular
physical system must be chosen as a host. Broadly speaking the choice of system
can be categorized by the representation form of the quantum information (qubits).
Before introducing the three most explored schemes it is worth noting the parameters
of merit for a system. Coupling strength with respect to the environment determines
the de-coherence time (hence useful lifetime) for the qubit, it also impacts the ability to
prepare, measure and operate upon a state. The Available physical degrees of freedom
of the system provide options for the representation of a qubit, but also dictate the
engineering required to prepare a pure state. Finally in any practical scheme we must
consider the physical resources required to reach an acceptable starting state of the
system. Perhaps the simplest system is a single simple harmonic oscillator, realized by
a bound electron of an atom, ion, quantum dot, colour centre etc. and these systems
have been explored extensively in the past [5][6] (for a review see [7]) and are typically
operated upon by external electromagnetic fields via a cavity coupling[8] [9]. In order
to achieve coherence times suitable for experimentation cryogenic temperatures often
have to be employed (the diamond nitrogen vacancy can be used at room temperature
[10]) and techniques for electromagnetic addressing of the individual qubits are highly
non-trivial [11] due to the strong (and indiscriminate among a collection of very similar
systems) coupling schemes. The practicalities of cryogenic operation and RF metrology
limit foreseeable use of some such schemes outside of a research environment.
An alternative but less common system is the quantised magnetic flux states asso-
ciated with superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) [12]. SQUIDs
have found extensive use in QEM and their use in QIP is a natural extension. De-
spite macroscopic size (with respect of quantum dots etc.) SQUIDs suffer from similar
extensive engineering requirements for cryogenic temperatures and magnetic fields. A
third system, and the scheme of particular interest here, is the use of photons as qubits.
Photons have a weak coupling with their environment and with each other, so weak in
fact that until recently their use at all was largely hypothetical.
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It was assumed that in order to allow a single photon to interact with another on
practical time-scales, as would be necessary for implementing two-qubit quantum gates,
a medium with an extremely large non-linearity would be needed. A seminal paper
[13] introduced a linear interaction scheme referred to as Linear Optical Quantum
Computing (LOCQ) requiring no exotic optics. The scheme instead is based around
non-classical interference in a beam splitter, an effect which is most visible between pure
and indistinguishable quantum states, and so requires pure photon state sources. With
the knowledge that a practical, room temperature, non-exotic material based approach
to building experiments exists, the field has been catching up with the above schemes.
One significant difficulty still to be overcome, and an area of intense research, is the
source of the qubits (states that can interfere at the beam splitter) to pass through an
experiment; the production of truly indistinguishable deterministic photons remains a
problem.
1.2 Photons & Their Properties
1.2.1 Representing a State
A photon is a single quantised excitation of the electromagnetic field, it possesses prop-
erties such as spectral distribution, polarization and energy. While we can in principle
use any property to encode quantum information, we typically choose (for engineering
convenience) either polarization or spatial mode, i.e. which arm of an interferometer
or which waveguide mode etc. a photon is found in. A qubit might be represented as
shown below, as the superposition of two states for a given spatial mode (occupied and
unoccupied).
α|0〉+ β|1〉 = |ψ〉 (1.1)
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We can define an operator aˆ†(ω) to create one photon, and similarly aˆ(ω) to annihilate
one photon, where ω labels the frequency (energy) of the created photon. The labels
for mode, polarization etc. have been neglected for simplicity.
√
n|n〉 = aˆ†(ω)|n− 1〉 (1.2)
√
n+ 1|n〉 = aˆ(ω)|n+ 1〉 (1.3)
|0〉 = aˆ(ω)|0〉 (1.4)
We can also define the application of both the creation and annihilation operator as
the ’number’ operator nˆ since the state acted upon by both will be left unchanged and
the eigenvalues are the square root of the occupation of the state.
nˆ = aˆ†(ω)aˆ(ω) (1.5)
nˆ|n〉 = aˆ†(ω)aˆ(ω)|n〉 = n|n〉 (1.6)
1.2.2 Pure and Mixed States
Descriptions of the quantization of the electromagnetic field usually start with a con-
sideration of a cavity, which for a given mode can be solved by the boundary conditions
that the cavity imposes. The result is a harmonic oscillator equation, where the number
of photons is the principle excitation number. As with all harmonic oscillators the min-
imum energy state is not zero, each mode contains 12~ω zero-point energy. This extra
half-occupation of a mode allows spontaneous processes to occur such as parametric
11
down conversion discussed later in 2-4 [14] [15] and spontaneous emission [16].
Clearly this view is incomplete since we wish to consider a free photon (or at least
a less constrained one) which necessarily must not be a plane wave, nor have infinite
duration. We might determine that the photon has a spectrum as necessitated by its
finite duration (but not necessarily transform limited) and that a superposition of sin-
gle frequency photons normalized and weighted to this spectrum,
∫
dωf(ω)aˆ†(ω)|0〉, (1.7)
yields a suitable description of a real photon. The specific frequency measured by a
spectrometer etc. when this photon is detected will assume a single value. Equation
1.7 considers only the spectral degree of freedom of a single mode, ignoring spatial
distribution (or spatial mode when additional conditions are imposed). In addition to
being distributed in time and frequency the photon can occupy a range of momentum
and spatial modes and superpositions of modes; photons are inherently non localized.
A pure photon state is any state that can be written as a single state vector (this
includes superpositions) whereas a mixed state refers to those states which can only be
represented instead as a statistical ensemble of pure states. We write a weighted ensem-
ble of states because we cannot determine the state a system is in. This probabilistic
mixture of pure states is quite distinct from the indeterminism of which eigenstate a
pure state will be found in when measured. Mixed states can result both from lack of
knowledge about the preparation or subsequent evolution of a state, or from the partial
measurement of a bipartite state Where the outcome of the measured part is unknown.
The problems of decoherence and the related problems of measurement (wave-function
collapse; non time reversibility) continue to be actively debated [17]. A mixed state may




pi|φi〉〈φi| = ρˆ (1.8)
When considering a system comprising more than one photon the implications of pure
and mixed states are made more distinct. If there are as in equation 1.1 two possible
states for each photon we note the effect of second photon joining the superposition.
When we consider two photons (one in each input mode) we now require four ampli-
tudes to describe the four joint states possible in superposition after the beam splitter:
|Φ〉 = α00|0〉a|0〉b + α01|0〉a|1〉b + α10|1〉a|0〉b + α11|1〉a|1〉b. (1.9)
Where the labels a, b are the two single photon modes and the αij represent the ampli-
tude with which the relevant terms contribute. For different choices of the amplitudes
we find qualitatively different behavior of the system. Take for example the case where
α10 = α01 = 0 and α00 = −α11, such a state is said to be entangled since the measure-
ment of one photon completely implies the state of the other from its result. Conversely
it is possible to have a set of amplitudes which allow the state to be factored:
|Φ〉 = {αa|0〉a + βa|1〉a} ⊗ {αb|0〉b + βb|1〉b} (1.10)
Such states will turn out later to be of great importance, since the measurement (and
destruction) of one photon will not project the remaining photon into a mixed state. In
states that are entangled the destructive measurement of one photon has implications
for the values for the remaining degrees of freedom on the other photons. However
since we cannot in practice measure all the parameters of the detected photon, we
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fix, but yet have no knowledge of, the remaining parameters. We can however by
repeated measurements discover the average behavior of an ensemble of systems: the
density matrix. It has been proven that any entangled state can be written as a
superposition of product states, this is called the Schmidt decomposition (Dynamic
Mode Decomposition) [18]. The number of modes in this sum is called the Schmidt
number, and can be used to quantify the degree of entanglement. A factorisable state
necessarily requires only one term in the sum.
1.2.3 The 50:50 Splitter
An instructive experiment (that will also find applications later in determining the
indistinguishably of photons) is the the interference of two photons at a beam split-
ter. Known as Hong Ou Mandel interference[19], the effect is entirely non-classical (we
should expect no interference to happen classically). Consider an ideal beam splitter










where the -1 accounts for the pi phase shift picked up on reflection. When a single pho-
ton enters the splitter it will exit in superposition of a spatial mode for transmission
and a spatial mode for reflection. When the photon is subsequently incident on a de-
tector the superposition collapses into either of the arms with equal probability (equal
splitting ratio). When two photons are present, one from each input port, logically
both must undergo the same behavior and form superpositions. Where the input ports
are labeled i1, i2 and the outputs o1, o2 we find the following:
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Figure 1-1: Two common forms of beam splitter; both split the beam entering at the
input ports into transmission and reflection components. The left splitter is formed
by fusing two optical fibres side by side to allow coupling between their modes, these
devices always display wavelength dependent splitting ratios due to the wavelength de-
pendent coupling strength in combination with a fixed coupling length. The beam cube
on the right is typically able to operate over a wider wavelength range but also displays
wavelength dependent properties due to the thickness of the dielectric layer on the
hypotenuse, some manufacturers employ thin multi layer stacks to modify wavelength
dependence.





T oˆ†1 −Roˆ†2 = iˆ†2. (1.13)
For a single photon we find simply (putting one photon in port i1):
|Φ〉 = (Roˆ†1 + T oˆ†2)|0〉o1 |0〉o2 , (1.14)
however for two photons we now have (note the cross terms) for the output state:
|Φ〉 = (Roˆ†1 + T oˆ†2)(T oˆ†1 −Roˆ†2)|0〉o1 |0〉o2 , (1.15)
|Φ〉 = (TRoˆ†1oˆ†1 +−R2oˆ†1oˆ†2 + T 2oˆ†1oˆ†2 +−RT oˆ†2oˆ†2)|0〉o1 |0〉o2 . (1.16)
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Figure 1-2: Four possible outcomes when two photons are incident on the beam splitter;
one photon impinging into each input port. All four possibilities should be detected
with equal likelihood if the photons do not interfere. If the input photons are overlapped
and indistinguishable the amplitudes corresponding to the first two cases destructively
interfere and are not observed.
Since the transmission and reflection probability are identical we see the cross terms
will cancel and the output state can be written:
|Φ〉 = (oˆ†1oˆ†1 − oˆ†2oˆ†2)|0〉o1 |0〉o2 =
1√
2
(|2〉o1 |0〉o2 − |0〉o1 |2〉o2). (1.17)
This behaviour is often described as ’bunching’ and is a characteristic of bosons. In
order for the terms to cancel the amplitudes must arrive overlapped at the detector.
However for photons not exactly aligned but almost, the bandwidth of said photons
may allow the interference to occur for some probability.
When the arrival time of the photons is deliberately delayed or advanced we expect the
degree of interference visible to change in accordance with the photon overlap, and the
interference to be visible only when considering the two photon events ( i.e. other stray
photons or loss may decrease the visibility of this effect). The phenomenon is known
as the Hong Ou Mandel dip [19] and provides evidence of the existence of non-classical
states of light, and the interference of indistinguishable photons.
It is worth noting that the point in time at which the amplitudes must form this
superposition is strictly at the point of detection; where the superposition is collapsed.
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Figure 1-3: Hong Ou Mandel behaviour at the beam splitter. The count rate of events
where two photons excited from two different ports of the beam splitter is plotted
against beam splitter displacement between two optical paths. When the two paths
are of equal length HOM interference causes both photons to be observed to exit from
the same port. The ideal curve is shown in black; original data [19] displays imperfect
interference likely caused by background counts or imperfect splitting ratio.
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The photons do not interact in the local sense while in the beam splitter and need not
in general be present within the splitter at the same time [20].
1.2.4 Photon Statistics
When observing bright light experiments little thought is put to the photons within a
beam. Consider the structure of timings within the beam, we can have three distinct
cases. The simplest starting point is probably monochromatic coherent light like that
produced by a laser; the time of arrival distribution when measured by a counter is
random. With a constant mean rate, random interval timings, and only two states
(present or not) a Poisson distribution is formed [21] (derivation along identical lines
to that used to analyze radioactive decay).
A simple extension to ’thermal’ (black body) light sources is made by considering the
fluctuations of the thermal system and the effect they should have on the mean rate
of emission (at a given wavelength). If the rate fluctuates the distribution of photons
in the beam will form bunches, the distribution becomes ’super-Poissonian’, i.e. wider
than it’s mean. This bunching is distinct from the previously mentioned bunching in
the beam splitter.
Classically light cannot be sub-Poissonian; no distribution of photons is more ordered
than perfectly coherent monochromatic single mode light. Logically sub-Poissonian
light must have more order than coherent Light, which requires a non random time
interval distribution. If with a constant time interval we have a specific number of pho-
tons in a given length of the beam, these states are unsurprisingly called number-states
[22]. Detecting these states is difficult because of the nature of real photo detectors
which exhibit shot noise. Additional complications are found by considering losses from
the beam; each of which can be modelled as a beam splitter with appropriate proba-
bilities. Successive losses in this way amount to the same effect as random sampling of
18
Figure 1-4: Graphs of three classes of statistics: (left to right) showing anti-bunched
light with sub-Poissonian distribution, coherent light with Poisson distribution and
thermal light with super-Poissonian distribution. The upper three graphs give cartoon
representation of the locations of photons within a beam. The lower three graphs show
the probability distributions (unnormalized) that n photons arrive within a specific
time window (in this case the period of the anti-bunched example).
the ordered beam; the resulting statistics will appear progressively less sub-poissonian.
Consider dividing a beam of sub-poissonian light into subsections such that each con-
tains one photon, optical loss is probabilistic and equivalent for each section, by con-
sidering the probability of finding in any group of N segments n occupied segments
(arranged in any order) a binomial distribution is produced. Careful experimental
design is needed to generate and observe sub-poissonian states of light.
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1.2.5 Correlation
As previously mentioned, light can be classified by its arrival time statistics. Alter-
natively a classification as anti-bunched, coherent and bunched can be made via the
second order correlation g(2)(t). The g(2) measurement can be applied to identify sub-
poissonian photon statistics by first splitting a beam into two modes and looking for
correlations between them. sub-poissonian statistics results in an anti-bunched series,
identified by g(2)(t) < 1. The famous experiments of Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT)
[23] with their ’distributed’ version of the Michelson intensity interferometer paved the
way to a new understanding of correlations in Light. Having received critical review
of their astronomical apparatus, a simplified experiment where two photo multipliers
receive light from the same source and have their outputs multiplied together and av-
eraged was performed. Neglecting the DC term and allowing for a time (path length)
delay between detectors we find this quantity:
〈∆I(t)∆I(t+ τ)〉, (1.18)
which is a measure of correlation between inputs. Given that both detectors receive the
same input signal (light from the same source), the degree of coherence between beams





〈∗(t)(t)〉〈∗(t+ τ)(t+ τ)〉 = g
(2)(τ). (1.19)
Consider the behaviour when the detectors are aligned with a source of single photons,
if only one photon is incident at a time we have g(2)(τ = 0) = 0 which contravenes the
classical limit of g(2)(τ = 0) = 1 where the input is perfectly coherent. The threefold
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g(2)(τ = 0) Classical term Quantum term
> 1 Chaotic Bunched
= 1 Coherent Random
< 1 Anti-bunched
Table 1.1: Classical and Quantum terms used to describe statistics of light.
possibilities are summarized in Table 1.1. The g(2) measurement provides a simple
method to discover the statistics of a beam; by observing values below unity (having
made corrections for detection efficiency), we can confirm that non classical light has
been generated.
1.3 Outline for This Thesis
We shall begin be discussing the methods of photon production in the two types of
parametric mixing source that will be used in later chapters. An overview, and then
the detailed specifics of the sources are discussed.
We discuss in the next section the apparatus (specifically the electronics) developed for
the work for correlation detection and control. Two designs were made use of in both
the major sections, the first being a discriminator and correlator unit, the second being
programmable delay lines used to re-overlap signals that have passed trough different
propagation delays.
Next we introduce the need for photon source multiplexing in order to modify photon
pair generation statistics favorably for practical applications. The fibre integrated
photon source discussed has been previously used as part of a spatial multiplex scheme
which is briefly explained. We present a temporal multiplexing scheme that has been
successfully implemented along with the most relevant results and parameters and
alongside a model of the losses. This work forms one of the two major themes to be
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discussed.
In the final section we introduce the quantum random walk as an established paradigm.
A novel variant on the photonic incarnation of the random walk, making use of multi-
core fibre optics is proposed. A fabricated fibre for this purpose is presented and






When light is incident on a medium the material’s electron distribution is driven by
the associated electric field producing a polarization. The polarization evolves in time
in step with the external electric field. The positive electric potential of the atomic
cores within the material attract the electrons and bind them. The potential well in
which the electrons are localized is finite and can be overcome with sufficiently high
energy. The atomic arrangement creates an effective potential well which reflects the
symmetry of the material. Regardless of the shape of the potential at higher energy,
low amplitude excitations oscillate in a potential that is locally harmonic. For greater
energy excitations the asymmetric shape of the potential begins to have an influence
and the polarization state can become anharmonic. We term the relationship between
an externally applied field and the resulting polarization electric susceptibility.
P = 0χE (2.1)
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where P is the material polarization, 0 is the vacuum permitivity, E is the incident
electric field, and χ is the constant of proportionality between the vector fields and is
in general a tensor quantity. For small applied fields the polarization response is linear
since the potential well approximates a harmonic oscillator; the collection of driven
electrons will re-radiate the field without modification (with the exception of a phase
shift) in a coherent manner.
For large driving fields we cannot assume the response remains linear. The suscepti-
bility is modified for the cases where electrons are driven to displacements far from
equilibrium, in the the regions where the material structure effects on the potential
well are noticeable. Discovering the exact form of the susceptibility for a given ma-




= χ(1)(ω)E(ω) + χ(2)(ω)|E|2(ω) + χ(3)(ω)|E|2(ω)E(ω) + ... (2.2)
Each order of susceptibility is progressively smaller and the high orders can often be
neglected. For the cases of the two materials used in the sources discussed later, fused
silica glass and beta-barium borate (BBO), the former is amorphous and so lacks the
even order contributions since there is no preferential direction or optical axis. For
BBO all terms in the power series contribute to the susceptibility however the second
order term is significantly larger than the third order and so dominates.
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2.2 Four Wave Mixing in a PCF
2.2.1 Photonic Crystal Fibre
A contemporary form of optical waveguide in which only a single dielectric material
and air are used is the photonic crystal fibre or PCF. A PCF is distinctly different from
conventional optical fiber in which the refractive index contrast between the cladding
material and the core material is used to guide light. In a PCF an arrangement of air
holes throughout the cladding region create a lower effective refractive index than the
core region in which there are no air holes. The index contrast between cladding and
core is controllable through the size and frequency of air holes, as is the effective core
size.
By controlling the amount of air in the cladding region, and the spacing of air holes,
the dispersion of the fibre can be tailored as desired by an application. Control over
fibre dispersion can be used to select wavelength pairs that can propagate at the same
velocity in the fibre, allowing phase matched interactions to occur.
As with conventional optical fiber, light of a given spatial mode is guided up to some
cutoff point and for a given wavelength a fibre supports a finite number of modes. Some
PCF designs are single mode over a wide spectral range or over their entire guiding
range [24]. The ability to tailor fibre dispersion by control of the air hole parameters
is a key tool for fibre engineering.
2.2.2 Four Wave Mixing
Mixing four electric fields is possible within a material with third order nonlinearity.
There are other third order nonlinear effects however Four Wave Mixing (FWM) proves
useful for both quantum and classical optics applications. By considering the afore-
mentioned restrictions of a isotropic medium, co-polarization of each wave, and the
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restricted modes of propagation through the fiber we only require a single component









There are other non-linear third order effects in this sum, however the phase dependent
term shown in 2.3 is the significant one here. With our previously made assumption of
instantaneous response we see that the polarization is in phase with the driving fields
if the additional phase φ is zero. For any efficient process we desire the contributions
from all points in the material to be in phase. The field radiated by the polarization
must add constructively to produce a net output of the mixing product.
φ = {(β(ωs) + β(ωi)− β(ωpump)− β(ωpump))z − (ωs + ωi − ωpump − ωpump)t} (2.5)
The phase contribution takes the form shown above with dependence on the wave-
lengths of the four fields, and with the wave-vector associated with each of the fields.
Beta represents the phase constant for a given wavelength, which is a function of
waveguide mode dispersion.The contributions from wavelength and wave-vector are
independent of one another and so must each be zero to match the phase,
δω = ωs + ωi − ωpump − ωpump, (2.6)
δk = β(ωs) + β(ωi)− β(ωpump)− β(ωpump)− 2γP, (2.7)
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where δk and δω are the wave vector mismatch and energy mismatch respectively.
These two quantities must be equal to zero in order to conserve momentum and energy
(the 2γP term originates from the process of self phase modulation (SPM) in which the
medium’s refractive index is modified by the pump intensity, producing an intensity
dependant shift or chirp. The energy matching is parametrically fulfilled and can be
thought of as loss from ω1, ω2 and gain in ω3, ω4. If ω1, ω2 are degenerate ’pump’ fields
then we find a that the remaining components must be equally spaced either side of the
pump by some detuning Ω. For historic reasons (analogy with RF parametric frequency
conversion) ωs is known as the ’signal’ field and ωi as the ’idler’.
Ω = (ωpump − ωi) = (ωs − ωpump) (2.8)
2.2.3 Phase Matching Degenerate FWM in PCF
The ability to significantly modify the wave guide dispersion of a photonic crystal
fiber (PCF) makes them an attractive medium for performing FWM. A fiber can be
pumped in either its anomalous dispersion regime or its normal dispersion regime. In
the anomalous regime group delay dispersion (β2, second derivative of β) contributions
to the wave-vector from each of the fields are negative and can in principle for suffi-
ciently small values be balanced by the 2γP from SPM. For greater powers we might
expect a larger Ω to be possible, however this is in practice not the case since at suffi-
cient power the combined third order effects interact and produce a super-continuum
(soliton formation, fission and Raman acting together).
Phase matching in the normal regime seems unlikely since β2 is now positive, however
when pumping very close to the zero dispersion wavelength we can neglect β2 com-
pletely and look at higher order dispersion. By writing the phase mismatch in terms of
Ω for the degenerate case and then Taylor expanding about ωpump we get the following:
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+ ...+ 2γP. (2.10)
With a sufficiently large detuning Ω, the negative β4 contribution can be balanced
against SPM to produce widely spaced signal and idler. If a fibre is engineered to
have two zero dispersion wavelengths close in wavelength, the phase matching function
forms two closed loops. That is for a given pump wavelength two solutions for signal
and idler are possible. The outer solution branch can be used with the advantage of
reduced Raman in the final output. A fibre dispersion profile can be devised to produce
the desired signal and idler from the desired pump laser (in our case a pulsed fibre laser
at 1064nm).
For photonic crystal fibre the dispersion can be calculated numerically from FEM [26]
or from plane wave decomposition [27], however there is an empirical dispersion model
[28] covering the majority of the common parameter range. Numerical solutions for
phase matching can be found, and from them a parameter set to fabricate the desired
fibre. The stack and draw technique discussed in Section 5.3.3 is then used to produce
the fibre corresponding to these parameters as shown in Figure 5-2.
2.2.4 Low Power FWM
To now consider four wave mixing at single photon level we need to use the interaction
picture. In this picture we let the states and also the operators be time dependent. We
wish to find the behavior of the creation operator for the signal and idler modes as a
function of time. The evolution equation [29] is:
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Figure 2-1: SEM micro graph of the final fabricated fibre structure. This design is
particularly difficult to draw owing to the small air holes approximately 600nm across






[aˆ†k, HˆI ], (2.11)
where HˆI is the interaction Hamiltonian for the system. The Hamiltonian must be
comprised of the steady state representing a harmonic oscillator and a contribution
from the interaction we are studying, which we shall call the interaction Hamiltonian.
Hˆ = ~ωs(nˆs +
1
2













The interaction is similar to the form shown before for bright FWM. The integrals are
performed up to some practical limit in which all of the interaction volume is included,
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in practice this will be over the length of fibre used and across it’s 2D spatial mode
field. Since in order for any non-linear interaction to happen the pump field must be
strong, a fully quantum description is not needed. The pump will always be a strong
classical field, and in our low power limit the photons removed from it to conserve
energy will have a negligible effect on its amplitude. This approximation is referred to




α(ω, σ)(e−i(Ωt+ωt−kpumpz−γPpeak) + h.c.)dω (2.14)
Where E0 is the peak amplitude, α is the spectral shape of the pump which is likely
to be a Gaussian or sech2 shape, the exponent represents a plane wave and Ω is the
pump central frequency. We have included the non-linear phase term γ (responsible
for SPM) but not the spatial distribution of the pump (which is normalized) since we
are considering a single spatial mode of a fibre.
The electric fields for signal and idler can be replaced with electric field operators as








We have broken the interaction volume down into the area Aeffective of the mode and
the length L of the fibre. The conjugate can be entirely neglected in our case since we
are about to apply the operator to the vacuum state, and the annihilation operator
will prevent that term having an effect anyway. An equivalent expression is found for
the idler, and both are substituted back into the Hamiltonian.
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By solving the time evolution of the creation operator in 2.11 with this Hamiltonian,





which expanded to first order is,





we can then substitute in the photonic crystal fibre parameters and field strengths for
the classical pump fields, and apply the operator to a vacuum initial state for signal
and idler to find:






where we have grouped all the frequency dependence into a single function f that we
shall call the joint spectral amplitude (JSA). The JSA is composed of two parts, firstly
it contains the pump spectral distribution function that we chose before for α, and
secondly a ’phase matching function’ proportional to sinc2 of the phase mismatch and
the interaction length. The joint spectral amplitude cannot be directly measured, since
in general it is complex, and we have no way to detect phase. We can measure the
joint spectral intensity instead, however We cannot in principle determine from the
joint spectral intensity the component Schmidt modes. Techniques do however exist to
estimate [31] the Schmidt number numerically, and hence estimate factorability.
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2.2.5 Factorable States
From a quantum mechanical perspective the pair of photons generated in FWM is a
pure state, however through the phase matching function the pair are entangled in
frequency and as such will display strong correlations when measured. If the proposed
scheme where one photon is detected as a herald is to be used, we now have a problem
that the remaining photon will be left in a statistical mixed state.
There are two possible routes to fix this problem, either the output must undergo selec-
tive filtering at cost to the brightness of the source, or the joint spectral amplitude must
be created factorable. To be factorable we require the joint state to be the product of
two pure states, one for signal and idler. Detecting either will now project the system
into the pure state of the remaining photon. The factorability is ultimately traced back
to the angle of the phase matching function (the function is approximately bi-gaussian,
and its angle of rotation determines for a given signal wavelength, to what degree a
particular idler wavelength is implied), which with sufficient dispersion engineering can
be minimized. Specifically by pumping where the gradient of the phase matching con-
tour is zero (Group velocity matching) [32] we can minimize spectral correlations. The
group velocity matching is considered by taking the central lobe of the phase matching
function to be approximately a Gaussian and Taylor expanding (about the zero phase
mismatch). We find that to first order the differences in pump and signal/idler group
velocity are important. It has been shown [32] that the angle of the phase matching
function (and hence factorability) is dependent on the ratio of the group velocity mis-
matches. Either there must be no difference between the group velocities, or the signal
and idler must have opposite mismatch (walking away from the pump in opposite di-
rections at the same rate).
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2.3 Three Wave Mixing in a Crystal
The second order nonlinear terms in Equation 2.2 imply that the susceptibility is po-
larity dependent; the degree to which susceptibility is orientation dependent is often
referred to as optical ’rectification’. Any material with inversion symmetry cannot log-
ically produce any such terms as they would identify a direction in the crystal that is
not invertible. In some materials however, in particular uniaxial crystals, there is no in-
version symmetry (χ(2) 6= 0) and three wave mixing can occur. Besides in bulk crystals,
three wave mixing can also occur at a discontinuity in optical properties, for example
at the surface boundary of any optical element. The surface second harmonic genera-
tion has proved an invaluable aid in microscopy where it provides effective contrast to
otherwise invisible boundaries within biological samples[33].
Three wave mixing in bulk material requires energy conservation and momentum con-
servation in addition to the second order susceptibility terms. All crystals suitable
for three wave mixing are birefringent which admits phase matching based around the
angle at which the waves propagate within the crystal. Additionally the temperature
dependence of the refractive index can be exploited to fine tune the phase matching.
In the case of fibre based four wave mixing, where a long interaction length is desired to
counteract the small third order susceptibility, the guided wave behavior simplifies the
nonlinear interaction to one dimension. In three wave mixing with its comparatively
high susceptibility and crystalline materials a free space optical approach is typically
used (short waveguides can also be used). The free space optical interface allows non
collinear waves to be used, opening up possibilities to phase match by controlling the
angle between the interacting waves.
Although all three wave processes are mathematically equivalent, specific names are
given to cases as shall now be discussed.
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Figure 2-2: Diagrammatic representation of Second Harmonic Generation. Two input
photons of identical energy excite the material polarization, and are subsequently re-
radiated as a single high energy photon.
Second Harmonic Generation
When two waves of the same frequency are incident in a nonlinear medium with suffi-
cient power, a new wave at twice the frequency can be produced. Since the two input
fields are identical they must be either collinear (in which case the second harmonic
light is also collinear) or come together at some opening angle symmetrically about the
second harmonic light, in order to conserve momentum.
Sum-frequency and Difference-frequency Generation
In much the same way as second harmonic light is produced by degenerate pump light,
sum and difference frequencies can be produced by non degenerate input waves. As
before, momentum and energy must always be conserved in the interaction. Energy
is conserved in exactly the manner for which the process is named; energy being di-
rectly proportional to frequency, sums and differences are inherently energy balanced.
Momentum conservation however is not as simple since three distinct waves must now
propagate together.
The existence of a three wave phase matched solution is not guaranteed at all frequen-
cies and is dependent on the dispersion properties of the material. Combinations of
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Figure 2-3: Diagrammatic representation of Sum Frequency Generation and Differ-
ence Frequency Generation. Two input photons are absorbed by the material, and
subsequently re-radiated as a single high energy photon. Alternatively for difference
frequency generation a seed photon causes parametric down conversion at the differ-
ence frequency, if the resulting process is suitably phase matched (or within some
phase matching bandwidth). Here the population of the lower energy input photon is
increased in proportion to the difference frequency output.
temperature and angle of propagation within the crystal can phase match many scenar-
ios. Additionally by polling the crystal’s characteristic direction periodically to produce
a fourth effective momentum component is sometimes employed. Samples produced by
electrically polling the crystal at a designed pitch perpendicular to propagation can
additionally employ some form of apodization.
2.3.1 Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion
In the previously mentioned variants of three wave mixing there have always been two
waves that are input or at least directly controlled; the third being dependent on the
state of the others. In the case of spontaneous parametric down conversion we input
only a single field and two fields are produced as output. The produced fields may or
may not be degenerate, and in general the energy distribution between the two fields
is determined by the phase-matching. Conserving momentum implies a relationship
between the input and output momenta, or more practically the relative directions of
propagation.
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Figure 2-4: Schematic representation of spontaneous parametric down-conversion con-
verts a high energy photon (blue) to two output photons at lower energy. The degen-
erate case is shown however in general the process is non degenerate.
The specific angles required for a phase matching solution are not necessarily a geomet-
rically unique solution for the crystal; other orientations about some axis of the crystal
may also phase match. In the reciprocal process (SFG) the orientation about this ro-
tationally equivalent axis of the crystal plays no important role as the output wave is
oriented along this axis. In down conversion the equivalence of the possible orientations
causes the output light to be emitted into an annular cone. Each photon is produced
diametrically opposite its pair in order to conserve momentum, however the emission is
into a superposition of modes oriented around the annulus. For a non-degenerate case
two annuli are produced with opening angles appropriate for the angular momentum
component of each wave.
The spontaneous part of the process refers to the random down conversion statistics
seeded by vacuum fluctuation [14] [15]. The process can be considered a form of
stimulated emission where the excited polarization state of the material is stimulated
to emit a photon by the presence of a virtual photon from vacuum fluctuation. If an
excess of photons are provided externally to seed the down conversion by stimulated
emission the emission statistics are changed, this can be considered equivalent to the
difference frequency generation, noting that the population of the seed light actually
increases in the process. In either case the process only proceeds if phase matching is
achieved.
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2.3.2 Polarization of Three Wave Mixing
In addition to the Three Wave Mixing (TWM) parameters presented, polarization of the
input and output waves follows from the birefringent nature of the crystalline materials.
When using the birefringence of the nonlinear crystal to phase match TWM there are
two distinct solution branches called type I and type II phase matching; referring to
either identical or orthogonal polarization respectively of the two fields produced (or
the two input fields in sum-generation or SHG). The schemes of phase matching which
do not use polarization angle adjustment are termed non-critical phase matching, and
generally rely on temperature or other external condition.
In type II phase matched SPDC a photon is produced in each polarization. Due to
the birefringence of the crystal the output photons are now emitted onto two annuli
displaced from one another by some angle, dependent on crystal orientation. There are
two important methods that can be employed as a result of this displacement. There is
now a collinear solution possible where both photons are emitted onto the axis of the
input wave, simplifying the optical alignment significantly. The two collinear photons
can be separated by a polarizing beam splitter and easily interfaced to whatever optical
system is desired.
An additional but noteworthy method is collecting both photons from an intersection
point of the two annuli into a single optical mode; we have no knowledge from which
annulus the photon originated. If we can also collect the other crossing point the joint
state produced is now entangled in its polarization degree. This can be an effective
way to produce entangled pairs, or perform related entanglement operations [34].
In addition to the spatial walk off and angular parameters, some amount of group
velocity mismatch occurs. For systems employing very short pulses this can be signifi-
cant. The thickness of the material is proportional to the induced relative delay. The
effect is broadly equivalent to temporal walk off within the crystal. Phase matching
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Figure 2-5: Parametric down conversion light from a β-BBO crystal at 810nm, im-
aged with an EMCCD camera, 10nm bandpass filter, and a Schott wide band pump
absorption filter. The left and right panes demonstrate different phase match condi-
tions (rotation of the crystal approximately 2 milliradians) resulting in imbalanced (but
conserved) momentum between the two output polarizations.
solutions produce different group velocity mismatch (GVM), and this should be taken
into account when selecting a phase matching solution. Ultimately the GVM places
limits on the achievable phase matching bandwidth, through the reciprocal relationship
with spectral bandwidth.
2.4 Heralding Operation of a Photon Source
Producing suitable photons for use in quantum photonic experiments is critically depen-
dent on the emission statistics of the source, and to some degree the indistinguishably
of the produced photons. Photons produced by parametric nonlinear processes such as
four and three wave mixing are emitted as pairs allowing the timing of either photon
to be inferred from the other.
Photons produced as pairs possess shared quantities such as total energy, and total
momentum. Most importantly the simultaneous nature of the emission of two photons
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provides a correlation that can be exploited to learn the timing information of one
photon by measuring its counterpart. Further the resulting modified statistics with
selection can allow experiments that would otherwise only be possible with a determin-
istic photon source.
The general principle of heralded delivery is to detect one half of a photon pair, and
use the gained timing information to herald the arrival of the pair’s counterpart. The
herald signal can post select detection events; effectively deciding which detections to
discard and which to keep. By keeping only events that have the desired correlation
with the herald photons the resulting data may be treated as if it was derived with a
deterministic photon source.
The destructive measurement of the herald photon can be described as a projective
operation on the remaining photon. The exact properties of each photon is unknown
at the point of generation; only the total properties that are implied by phase matching.
If for example a specific herald was found to be slightly higher in energy than the mean
value, the converse would be implied for the remaining signal photon. As per the
prior discussion, for factorable states we do not gain any new implied information;
factorability is a highly desirable property for a photon pair source. If additional
knowledge is gained by the measurement of the herald (beyond the timing information)
we have implicit information about the signal. Similarly if we introduce a statistical
bias in the detection, say for example wavelength dependent efficiency, we introduce
an undesired bias into the signal.
In order to produce indistinguishable photons, uncoloured by the projective measure-
ment a number of steps may be taken. Simply filtering out cases that might be dis-
tinguished by a detector will suffice to remove unwanted information, however the
reduced photon number produced is undesirable. To some degree the phase matching
conditions chosen will influence the distinguishability, as will the achievable detector
parameters. In producing a practical photon source these factors must be traded off
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for the configuration most favorable to the experiment at hand.
Timing information from heralding is generally recorded and processed post-experiment
however a number of feed forward mechanisms can also make use of the herald signal
as shall be discussed in Chapter 4. A convenient alternative to explicit time recording
is to correlate the delayed herald detection signal with some subsequent event, and
count the occurrences of such correlations. Electronics for performing this operation
as discussed later in Chapter 3.
2.5 Equipment Considerations
2.5.1 Single Photon Detectors
Detecting photons requires a macroscopic outcome from the influence of a single photon
of incident light. The approaches taken can broadly be classified as either generation of
carriers which are then amplified by some process to a detectable current, or to the per-
turbation of a system on a knife edge with the macroscopic effects of the perturbation
being evident in some manner.
Superconducting Techniques
A superconducting material can be used as a detector in a number of schemes; the
most popular three being transition edge detection, nano-wire detection, and assisted
tunnelling.
A superconductor with a bias current flowing can be transitioned to normal conduction
by the addition of a very small amount of heat. Since quenching the super conductor
is not desirable, a scheme is typically employed where a constant current is fed into a
load parallel to the superconductor such that the current is shared. The increase in
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resistance of the super conductor causes the current to steer so that it decreases in
the superconductor and increases in the load resistor, effectively producing a negative
feedback which prevents the runaway heating of the superconductor. The current
fluctuation is then sensed and can infer the radiation power incident. As the whole
system is already at cryogenic temperatures a commonly employed sensitive current
measuring technique is to magnetically couple a SQUID device [35].
An intrinsic trade off is formed in devices of this type in the degree of coupling between
the superconductor and the temperature bath; without significant coupling the device
will be unable to cool back to low impedance, (reset time) however the sensitivity of
the device is impacted if too much heat is moved to the bath rather than allowing the
temperature rise in the superconductor. Detectors of this type have extremely high
performance in sensitivity but are relatively slow (by around two orders of magnitude)
compared to avalanche diodes. Significant cryogenic equipment is required to operate
the detector which is also a strong detraction from the scheme’s appeal.
An alternative strategy is to use a very thin piece of superconductor and allow a quench
to occur. Such an approach is easier to read out as a significant change in current occurs
and very fast; the dominant timing error being due to the position along the nano-wire
at which the quench begins. The material of the wire is sufficiently thin that at the
point of incidence a single photon is able create a local hot spot and begin the quench
of the whole wire. Bias current is removed by the kinetic inductance of the nano-wire
(and possibly an additional series inductor) which creates an effective time constant
during which the bias will flow through the input impedance of the amplifier. So long
as the cooling rate of the superconductor is faster than the inductive time constant,
the device will automatically reset.
The nano-wire detector is both fast (reset time and jitter can be in the order of 100ps)
and relatively simple for readout purposes. Unlike the transition edge sensor which
behaves as a bolometer, in the quenching behaviour the information about the amount
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of incident radiation is lost. Effectively the nano-wire detector can determine with
good timing quality the arrival of one or more photons, whereas the transition edge
detector can determine the number of incident photons with reduced timing precision,
and with a slow reset.
Carrier Generation Techniques
Incident photons above a specific energy threshold may be able to ionize a conduc-
tor or liberate a bound electron into the conduction band of a semiconductor. The
relevant energies being determined by the surface work function in the case of an ion-
ization or the band gap of a semiconductor. In a photomultiplier tube a photo-cathode
coated with low work function material emits an electron into the partial vacuum of the
tube. In order to amplify the electron flux produced to a measurable level, an electron
multiplying technique is used in which successive electrostatic acceleration and impact
ionization of a sequence of electrodes produces an exponentially growing current pulse.
A semiconductor junction through which an electric potential is applied behaves in a
similar manner. An impinging photon creates an electron-hole pair which owing to
their charges are separated from one another by the electric field. If the electric field is
increased carriers are able to reach higher kinetic energy before inevitability colliding
with atoms of the material after some mean free length. If the energy is sufficient
upon collision one or more additional carrier pairs may be liberated and so the current
exponentially increases. The voltage at which this can occur is know as breakdown and
is characteristic of the material (defects etc.). By operating in the bias range above
breakdown (so called Geiger mode) a single carrier pair creation can cause the material
to rapidly become conducting.
Once the conduction has begun it will continue as long as sufficient current is supplied.
In order to reset the device an active quenching circuit is employed to disable the bias
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and re enable it once conduction has stopped. The rate at which this is possible depends
among other things on the design of the quenching circuit and on the capacitance of
the diode junction, which in turn determines the re-charging time. Additionally the
junction may be cooled to reduce a contribution from thermally generated carriers
which are not of detection interest.
The performance level available from Avalanche Photo Diodes (those optimized for
use as described above) is typically faster to respond and reset than transition edge
detection allowing higher throughput but are not as fast as state of the art nano-wire
detectors. The great advantage of APD detectors is the simplicity of use without
cryogenic support equipment. Avalanche Diodes are mass produced for a number of
industrial and telecommunications applications, allowing us to take advantage of the
lower cost and high availability and maturity of the technology.
Composite Detectors
The click type detectors discussed in the preceding sections which produce a binary
outcome for an input of one or more photons, are by far the most common single photon
detectors available. Real detectors of this type are not ideal, and are characterized by
the probability of firing for a single photon input.
When multiple photons impinge simultaneously on a click type detector the probability
of a detection increases. It is effective to consider a set of probabilities for firing given
a specific number of photons incident,
p(detection|N) = 1− (p(nodetection|1))N , (2.19)
where N is the number of incident photons and we have assumed that the probability
of failure to detect a photon is independent from failure to detect another photon. Not
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all detectors behave in this manner; natively number resolving detectors (bolometer
type devices) are also not ideal, sometimes failing to detect one or more photons from
the input state. The probability for reporting a detection of a number of photons m,
having received N photons replaces the expression in equation 2.19. The conditional
probability takes a binomial form with m successful contributions from the detection






· (ηdetection)m · (1− ηdetection)N−m. (2.20)
A hybrid option is to share the input photons randomly amongst a number of click
type detectors as proposed by [36]. The resulting statistics are an approximation of a
true number resolving detector using only binary detectors and power splitters. The
advantage posed by such an arrangement is twofold; binary detectors have by and large
a faster response and reset time which is advantageous to heralding rates. The ability
to determine the number of photons in a heralding event can be exploited in a source
operated with a higher probability of generation (higher pump power). The undesirable
multi-pair generation events can be detected and ignored, and so not reduce the further
usability of delivered photons.
The practical use of a pseudo photon number resolving (PNR) scheme of this type
requires a more advanced analysis of the effects of individual detector efficiencies as
is presented by [36]. Detector tomography may be employed to determine the rele-
vant parameters and the efficiency determined using the generalized Klyshko scheme
presented in [37].
Detectors Used
Throughout the work presented here three single photon sensitive avalanche diode
detectors were used: Perkin Elmer / Excelitas SPCM-AQRH-12 (two units) SPCM-
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AQ4C (one unit) and the IDQuantique ID210 (two units). The former two models are Si
avalanche diode counters with inbuilt electronics and detection efficiency approximately
50% at 800 nm for the AQ4C, and 62% at 800 nm for the AQRH. The ID210 is an
InGaAs avalanche photo diode unit with extensive support electronics including an in
built computer and logic for trigger and output discrimination. The ID210 is configured
for user variable detection efficiency up to 25% @1550 nm however the unit was operated
at 10% efficiency in order to reduce dark count contribution. All units contained inbuilt
thermoelectric cooling systems to control APD junction temperature.
Dead time (reset time) for the three detectors is significantly different. The SPCM-
AQRH-12 units have a 22 ns dead time and the specific units used had dark count rates
of 70 and 100 counts per second. The SPCM-AQ4C has a dead time of 50 ns for each
of its detector outputs, and a similar 100 counts per second dark count rate for each
channel. The ID210 dead time is a minimum of 100 ns but can be artificially extended
if desired; the achievable dark rate is highly dependent on the mode of operation as the
gated/triggered mode pulses the APD drive. Under the experimental conditions during
the multiplexing work presented in Chapter 4, the dark count rate was approximately
20 counts per second with peak gate rate of 5MHz.
2.5.2 Pulsed and Continuous Lasers Used
The laser chosen for the operation of the photonic crystal fibre based photon pair source
is a Fianium Femtolase FS-1060. The laser is an optical fibre mode locked oscillator in
combination with a Ytterbium doped fibre amplifier. The laser provides pulses approx-
imately 200 fs long at a total output power approaching 0.5W. The spectrum is not
transform limited and is filtered by a double pass grating monochromator constructed
externally to the main laser. The laser incorporates a free space section at its out-
put comprising collimation, limited pulse picking capability (divide by 10 only), and a
transmission grating based pulse compressor. The specific mode locked pulse frequency
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is critically dependent on the cavity length as determined by the length of the optical
fibre it is fabricated from; nominally a 10MHz oscillation is chosen however the precise
oscillation frequency (9.987 MHz) is instead found due to the length error introduced
in construction.
Due to the non-standard frequency, and possible thermal drift in frequency, it is neces-
sary to regenerate a clock signal with matching frequency and stable phase relationship
to the laser pulse train. In addition to the variations in frequency the laser exhibits
significant variation in power, such variations introduce rise time variation when de-
tected and so contribute a timing jitter. Phase stability measured over a large number
of pulses between the laser and a derived (from detection) clock signal is unaffected.
That is to say the instantaneous frequency variations manifest significantly, but over
many pulses the frequency of the laser and derived signal are identical. Techniques for
minimizing any impact from the apparent mistiming are discussed in chapter 3 along
with any impact from these factors expected when coincidence counting.
2.5.3 Telecommunication Parts
The experiments presented here involving guided waves make significant use of mature
telecommunications parts and techniques. The availability of extremely low loss (<
0.2dB per kilometre) single mode optical fibre allows losses arising from routing light
from one component to another to be largely ignored; when compared with the losses
from other optical parts it has limited significance for overall system losses.
Joining fibre components together is relatively straightforward due to the availabil-
ity of automated ’fusion splicing’ in which fibres are melted together in a precisely
aligned way. The losses incurred by fusion splicing depend in part on the quality of the
alignment between fibres and the correct parameters for heating and motion during
the splice. Since the alignment is performed automatically based on the outer sur-
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face of the fibre, any displacement of the mode field from it’s ideal central position
will introduce significant loss. The practically obtainable results range from almost
undetectable loss, to approximately 0.2dB for industry standard fibres for which the
ideal parameters and or strategies have been developed. Joining custom optical fibre
with itself or with telecommunications fibre has variable results. An approximation
used throughout in the discussion and analysis presented here is that a splice joint will
represent approximately 0.1dB of loss when using standard fibres.
Telecommunications optical components other than the fibres themselves are gener-
ally constructed in one of three ways. A device can be comprised of post processed
fibre, as is the case of inscribed Bragg gratings, tapered directional couplers and wave-
length division multiplexers. Devices of this type inherently provide a fibre interface
for connection to the next stage of the system, where these interface fibres (often re-
ferred to as pigtails) are of a standard telecommunication fibre type they can easily
fusion spliced together. Another technique often employed is to incorporate free space
optical components into a sealed package, and to use a collimator or launch optic to
interface to a standard optical fibre. Very often parts will also be supplied with a
short section of fibre (pigtail) already aligned to the optical mode and fixed in place
permanently. Components of this type can also be used in the same manner as post
processed fibre components. Thirdly and not dissimilarly to the other kinds, for semi-
conductor substrate components which incorporate a wave guiding structure, a direct
interface without additional free space elements can be produced. It can be seen that
the paradigm of standardized fibre pigtail with fusing splicing allows complex systems
to be produced with great simplicity.
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2.6 Two Specific Sources Used
Two photon sources are used for the experiments discussed in this thesis each with
characteristics to suit the application. The source of photons used for multiplexing
experiments is a fully fibre integrated source based upon four wave mixing as discussed
previously in 2.2.3. The photons generated from the integrated source are ideal for use
in conjunction with the aforementioned standard telecommunication parts. Specifically
the non-degeneracy has been taken advantage of to simultaneously target the idler
photon to telecommunication fibre, and the signal photon to the peak absorption of Si
avalanche diodes.
The photon source used in conjunction with fibre to implement quantum random walk
or other complex interferences is degenerate and centered on peak detection efficiency
for a Si avalanche diode. In order to produce two photons near 800nm the energy
conservation requires high energy pump photons. Both the scattering losses and ma-
terial absorption in fibre (fused silica) for blue wavelengths make an integrated source
impractical. Free space parametric down conversion in β Barium borate was instead
used; the 800nm outputs being collected into fibre modes for subsequent use.
2.6.1 Fibre Integrated FWM Source
The fibre integrated source [38] was developed as part of efforts to build a spatially
multiplexed photon source; the fibre was designed by Dr Francis-Jones [39] and refined
and produced jointly over the course of the year preceding the temporal multiplex-
ing experiments. In addition to the short length ( 30cm) of photonic crystal fibre,
commercial fibre spliced Bragg gratings, wavelength devision multiplexers, and custom
’bandgap’ photonic crystal fibre filters were used to block residual pump light and sep-
arate the idler and signal photons into separate fibre modes. The source incorporated
a custom produced mode matching taper (adiabatic impedance transformer) allowing
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Figure 2-6: Schematic outline of the PCF fibre photon source. For brevity additional
pump rejection filtering in the form of fibre inscribed Bragg gratings are not shown.
A novel photonic band gap fibre wide band filtering was employed and is discussed in
detail in [39]. Photon pairs are created by four wave mixing in the PCF fibre, specifically
around 1550nm and 800nm in order to interface well with telecommunications fibre and
parts, and Si herald detectors respectively. The third port of the wavelength division
multiplexer contains the majority of unconverted pump light, and is a useful means by
which to monitor the power coupled into the PCF.
efficient collection of light into the comparatively small telecoms fibre core. Free space
polarization and wavelength filtering were implemented in order to optimally pump the
four wave mixing from the available laser (2.5.2).
The implementation used in the prior work served as a basis for the further temporal
multiplexing experiments. In the later work an additional free space AOM was incor-
porated, an alternative laser pulse train detector arrangement, alternate electronics for
controlling a spiced shutter (Noise Gate see. [40]) and an additional InGaAs avalanche
photon detector with improved efficiency. The spliced section for separating the output
photons remained unmodified. A significant amount of additional detail regarding the
phase matching specifics and performance data for this source is available and explained
in Dr Francis-Jones’ thesis [39].
2.6.2 Free-space β-BBO SPDC Source
Two arrangements of a BBO parametric down conversion source were constructed, one
each operating with type I and type II phase matching. The methods discussed in 2.3.1
were employed in the case of type II phase matching in order to produce a collinear (or
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Figure 2-7: Outline schematic of the almost-collinear photon pair source using a β
BBO crystal cut for type II phase matching at 810nm with 3 degree opening angle.
A surplus Blue-Ray 405nm laser diode is focused into the BBO crystal via minimal
cleanup filtering. The majority of unconverted pump light is removed after the crystal
with a dichroic mirror. At the focus pairs of photons at 810nm are produced, and
are subsequently separated by polarization and coupled into single mode optical fibre,
ensuring only a single mode is selected from the output light. A 10nm bandwidth filter
at 810nm is used to reject any remaining unwanted light, assisted by a wide band glass
filter.
nearly collinear) source geometry. In each case a 405nm laser diode (Blue-Ray player
laser diode replacement) with approximately 20mW output power (thermally stable
without forced cooling) was employed as a pump.
Due to the high brightness of the source it was possible to directly image the output
light onto an Electron Multiplying CCD camera, as in Figure 2-5. The focusing and
phase matching conditions were explored with the aid of the camera, and an initial
configuration and mode overlap was readily achieved without photon counting the
output modes. After initial alignment, correlation counting was used to select a suitable
correlated mode pair from the down converted output.
For each of the constructed sources a large 5mm by 5mm by 5mm crystal was used
allowing a wide variety of focusing conditions to be explored. The bandwidth of the
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pump laser and of the phase matching was significantly larger than required; for sim-
plicity the majority of the output light was removed by a 10nm narrow bandpass filter
centred on 810nm. The 810nm output is able to be guided in standard SM800 op-
tical fibre with a 4µm core. The relatively large 10nm bandwidth was chosen as a
compromise in order to allow sufficient power for ease of alignment.
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Chapter 3
Electronics for Photon Counting
Experiments
Experiments with photons can be conducted in broadly speaking one of two ways,
by measuring a collection of photons and establishing the integrated behaviour, or by
attempting to count each photon as it arrives. The latter technique makes sense only
if a detector capable of detecting single photons is available. As discussed previously
typical photon counters, including the ones used here, operate on an avalanche process
and are unable to resolve the number of photons incident. Detectors of this type
produce a pulse output of arbitrary height and duration but for which the leading edge
is reliably timed with respect to the incident photons. This chapter describes the suite
of electronics that I developed to deal with these signals.
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3.1 Challenges for Data Acquisition
3.1.1 Correlation Counting
Analyzing pulse signals can be performed in a number of ways; with preference de-
pending on the application. A simple method is to record a time series of the input
state of a signal, the sampling being at least twice the frequency content of the input,
i.e. equivalent to the frequency associated with a period of half the coincidence win-
dow. For two channels sampled at 1-bit resolution and a coincidence window of 3 ns,
an output bit stream of 1.34Gb/s is produced. Although the data is probably highly
compressible (a scheme such as Run Length Encoding (RLE) might be used here), the
raw data rate exceeds the capacity of a standard 1G Ethernet connection.
An alternative strategy is to transmit events along with a counter representing the time
at which the event occurred. This approach uses significantly less data bandwidth for
the cases where the number of events is very much less than the number of samples.
However with larger event rates approaching half the sample rate the scheme tends
to be M times less efficient, where M is the number of bits of information needed
to transmit the event time. Clearly such a scheme has merit, but is still capable of
producing significant amounts of data with modest count rates. Schemes of a similar
character to this type of arrangement are in fact used for importance sampling in
equipment like digital storage oscilloscopes (segmented memory). On every trigger a
burst of information can be captured to memory along with the time base position,
building up a recording longer than the available memory in short recording bursts
located at the interest points.
If the processing that will be applied to the captured data is known ahead of collection,
as it is in the case of photon counting, bandwidth can be saved by performing the
processing in real time and recording the results. The quantities of interest here are
the raw rate from each counter known as singles, and the rate of coincidence between
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channels. The need to make adjustments and alignments which influence the counted
quantities requires that the otherwise simple integration of counts is split into smaller
integration periods and the intermediate results made available. Although eventually
all these component sums will be combined, the ability to spot any change of contri-
bution over time is invaluable to practical experimentation. With the integration split
so as to provide a 1Hz update rate, the data bandwidth required is a trivial quantity
equal to the combined width in bits of the data registers per second.
3.1.2 Timing Alignment
Signals from correlated sources are not always coincident at detection. Depending on
coincidence window size there may be problems for coincidence counting if asymmetric
delays are not compensated for. Propagation through free space optics, fibre optics, and
electrical cables incur a significant delay. A typical 50Ω coax such as Belden 8241 has
a velocity of 66%c. The dispersion of optical fibers make delays wavelength dependent,
however for illustration Corning SMF28e @ 1550nm has a group index of 1.4682 giving
a velocity of 0.681c.
A time skew equivalent to a coax length of just 70cm is able to prevent the overlap
of correlated pulses. Non-branded coaxes in our laboratory measured on average 3.1ns
for 1m nominal terminated lengths. Furthermore path length differences in the optical
fiber before the detection stage are able to skew time of arrival in an equivalent manner.
A third unavoidable delay is presented by electronic stages through which a pulse has
to pass, for example through a distribution amplifier. In a practical laboratory situa-
tion with necessary lengths of coax, spliced fiber optics, and detectors from different
manufacturers with different response time, some amount of timing skew is inevitable.
Problems with skew were anticipated and equipment was on hand to provide a variable
delay. The need for a greater degree of control both in signal integrity and in ease of
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operation while in a darkened laboratory necessitated developing alternative equipment
for adjusting the time delay of signals. For a number of experiments the available
number of delay channels required was exceeded providing further impetus to develop
an in-house solution.
3.2 Introduction to the FPGA
3.2.1 Physical Logic Implementation
Programmable logic devices are integrated circuits designed to provide a logic function
determined at some time after manufacture, i.e. programmed depending on the end
user task. Devices of this type provide a custom circuit without the significant costs
associated with traditional application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design. Archi-
tecturally speaking a diverse range of programmable logic devices exist to suit different
use cases, an FPGA is only one specific type.
Before the introduction of programmable logic a custom logic circuit was typically
constructed from integrated circuits containing a few logic gates. A designer would
use only as many gates as needed and would have complete flexibility to connect any
possible path given enough physical PCB area to make connections on. Large designs
would take up a large physical area and represent a significant investment in efforts to
route. Additionally the power requirements for a large number of individual integrated
circuits is in practice high due the buffering of signals and currents up to levels suitable
for interconnecting. As the number of gates increases there is a strong incentive to
integrate greater numbers of gates into reusable blocks that perform common operations
such counters, encoders and flip-flops.
Simple logic functions can be constructed from fundamental combinatorial elements
such as AND, OR, and NOT. For a general logic function with a given number of
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Figure 3-1: An example of a simple three input logic function represented as standard
logic gates.
InputA InputB InputC OutputY
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1
Table 3.1: Logical truth table associated with the function shown in Figure 3-1.
inputs and a single output we can completely define the function if every input state is
mapped to an output state. We need 2n bits of information where there are n inputs to
completely define the transfer function. Clearly there are many possible arrangements
of gates that could produce the same logic function but we can ignore this and (with
the exception of transient behavior) treat all these circuits as equivalent. An approach
of this sort is known as a truth table, an example of which is shown in 3-1 for a simple
3 input logic function.
Logical structures that include a feedback path can be made that have a behavior
which depends on a state at a previous time. Bi-stable structures such as flip flops or
registers allow a system to have a ’memory’ of a previous state. With one or more flip
flops and logic functions it is possible to build a state machine.
Real logic gates have an unavoidable propagation delay; the time at which the output of
a network of gates reaches a stable state depends on the path length and the technology
specifics that the gates are produced in. The propagation delay produces two significant
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effects. Firstly the delay before an output can be read must place a limit on how fast
an input can change without rendering the corresponding output meaningless. It may
also be worth noting that the delay is dependent on the number and type of gates being
passed though and not directly on the complexity of the logic. Secondly if, as is often
the case, multiple inputs are used to derive an output, and the inputs pass though
differing path lengths, the output may make more than one transition on the change
of an input. That is to say there are often output states during the settling that are
neither the state relating to the initial condition or the final condition.
A method universally used to deal with this problem is to sample the output of a
system only after an amount of time that exceeds the settling time. This is performed
by introducing a clock signal which upon a transition causes a flip flop or register circuit
to latch the value. Naturally latch circuits are also subject to timing requirements and
due to their prevalence have nomenclature associated with these timings. Setup time
is the amount of time a signal has to be present before the arrival of a clock edge in
order to be successfully latched. In a similar fashion the time that a signal must remain
stable after the clock edge is referred to as hold time. There are the analogous notions
of reset and release times for an asynchronous signal (typically a reset) which must
enter a latch and create behaviour that is not related to the clock.
A design pattern used ubiquitously is to form a chain of alternating logic gates and
latches, with all latches being driven by the same clock. In this way a calculation or
other logic process executes over a number of steps, and on each clock the previous
intermediate result is latched. A pipeline like structure is formed allowing a vary large
number of gates to produce a complex and yet reliable output, the only drawback being
that n clock cycles were required to propagate the calculation. Logic of this type is
said to be synchronous
An FPGA consists of a large number of ’logic blocks’ (a general manufacturer term)
each consisting of a look up table or LUT, an output register, and optionally some
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dedicated extra logic for providing carry signals for the situations in which the block
forms part of an adder. The LUT design typically performs the logic function by way of
a binary tree of multiplex gates as shown in 3-2. The input to the multiplex is connected
to a memory cell outside of the design which stores a pre-programmed value equivalent
to the truth table values. The selection lines to the multiplex act as the inputs to the
LUT for the users design. An input state presented on the LUT input lines selects one
of the pre-programmed values to be routed to the output. The latch provided with
each LUT allows a synchronous design to be produced, however provisions are made
to allow the latch to be bypassed since not all designs will always place a latch after
every LUT. A simplified diagram of a real logic block for the lattice MachXO2 FPGA is
presented in 3-3 for reference. Real world logic blocks found in commercial FPGAs are
heavily optimized by the manufacturer for efficiently implementing designs, the choices
of LUT specifics are often not a concern for the end user.
In order to build more complex systems, logic blocks can be connected to one another
in a network, the routing resources required to maximally connect any block to any
other will naturally grow exponentially and would typically be highly underutilized. An
alternate fabric or mesh routing is used instead where a limited number of buses are
provided in rows and columns in between logic blocks. Programmable interconnections
between buses exist at the cross-points and at the logic blocks allowing great flexibility
but significant propagation delays, somewhat dependent on the length of route. There
are a number of routing resource types in a modern FPGA to suite typical requirements
and design trade-offs. For example routing a clock which must have reliable phase and
minimal delay as it fans out to drive many locations. Both the great number of gates
(electrical loads) driven by a clock, and the stringent timing requirements mean that
greater resources including power have to be used. There are numerous different routing
resource types and many trade-offs in their relative abundance and length, in order to
produce an integrated circuit which can implement most user functions efficiently.
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Figure 3-2: A simple four input LUT made from multiplexing logic. The four input
lines A,B,C,D feed into AND gates; each gate has negated inputs in one of the possible
binary combinations. When a specific input combination is presented only one AND
gate is activated. The values on the signals numbered 1 through 8 are derived from an
SRAM memory and form the programming of the LUT. The output value Y is selected
from the signals 1 through 8 when its corresponding AND gate is active. Stored data
is multiplexed onto the output according to the inputs A,B,C (input D behaves as a
gate allowing expansion of the scheme to larger widths).
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Figure 3-3: A logic block within the Lattice Semiconductor MAchXO2 series FPGA
(known as a slice by the manufacturer) containing two 4-input LUTs, a pair of output
latches and minimal routing options to configure the LUTs as independent or as paired
to form an effective 5-input LUT. Note the carry inputs and outputs extend out of the
slice to reach other slices, providing a carry chain for adding numbers efficiently.
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Finally to be useful an FPGA must sample signals from outside the integrated cir-
cuit and make internal signals available to the outside. An external connection to the
FPGA fabric can be as simple as a single logic buffer which can be routed the same as
any other internal signal, or a comprehensive multi-standards compliant interface with
variable voltage thresholds or drive strengths, pre-emphasis and equalization, and in
the most modern FPGAs entire state machines that can provide encoding and auto-
matic compensation for electrical conditions. The blocks within an FPGA that handle
connection to the outside are referred to as PIO, and are also subject to optimization;
a typical FPGA may contain several types of PIO designated for particular uses.
3.2.2 Development of FPGA codes
Although the architecture of an FPGA is important and has significant influence on the
final design performance, the logic designer need not manually consider the connections
and LUT details. Designs for logic are written in a hardware description language such
as Verilog[41] or VHDL[42] that capture the intended design function rather than the
gates that implement it. Converting a design from a functional description to a working
implementation follows a lengthy process which is fortunately automated by software.
Synthesis
The first step in any compilation process is to synthesize a netlist from the design files.
This step includes expanding hierarchical design files into a flat list of all interconnec-
tions from primitive to primitive. Not all designs can be synthesized and it is important
to bear this in mind when writing in a hardware description language, for example re-
cursion is not synthesizable in real hardware. At this stage design rule checking can
be applied and any structure that is incompatible with the target architecture can be
found. Additionally any library code can be expanded into the real primitives that
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will implement it and be added to the design. At this stage the netlist is a standalone
database containing all the logic required for the implementation.
Translate & Mapping
Translation between a generic primitive and a specific primitive supported by a given
manufacturer is now performed. This process is unique to each manufacturer and in
some cases is little more than a conversion of file type between the synthesis tool and
mapping tool.
Mapping is the placing of one or more primitives into a logic block for the final device.
Clearly this can be a complex task and is highly dependent on the architecture of the
FPGA. Determining which primitives are implemented together in a block is complex
and has knock-on effect for the next stages of the process. The manufacturer uses
proprietary heuristics to determine optimum mappings for parameters like area or
routing resources, but there is no optimum strategy that will work with all designs and
all architectures.
The timing characteristics of a design are affected by how the primitives are packed into
LUTs. More efficient packing can reduce the propagation time by requiring fewer LUTs
between an input or an output, but may also force a sub-optimal routing to take place
producing a poor timing performance. The effects of mapping are highly nonlinear
and typically not exposed for a user to intervene with. Although most manufacturers
provide algorithms to guide mapping based on timing constraints, and typically provide
a limited choice of algorithms and effort levels for which the designer can control.
Place & Route
The next step after mapping a design onto logic blocks is to place the blocks inside the
FPGA fabric. The resultant timing is once again highly dependent on the placing of
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blocks and the delays in routing between them. Algorithms for this step are generally a
many parameter optimization problem. Often algorithms mimicking physical processes
such as simulated annealing are used to gradually find a design implementation that
meets all the user timing requirements. Due to the non-deterministic nature of these
algorithms two separate compilings of a design are frequently different in placement
and routing despite having the same netlist.
Additional complexity is added at this stage as users may guide the route process by
their own intuition, often referred to as floorplanning. For large designs it may take
a long time to produce an output. To reduce the time required users can often lock
certain regions which have previously been verified to work from being altered and this
imposes additional constraints on the final implementation.
Export
Finally after an implementation has been generated and has passed verification of
timing behavior a programming file can be created. All the LUTs, multiplexers, routing
logic, and PIO cells have a known configuration state. A file containing a bit mapping
of every control register within the FPGA is generated as final output ready to be
programmed into a physical FPGA device.
3.2.3 Programming
The configuration information that controls an aspect of an FPGA such as the cross-
point routing connection of two wires is a single bit of memory. For simplicity of design
of the FPGA hardware itself, this memory is located near to the point of its use in
a manner that is naturally inhomogeneous. Instead of a traditional row and column
based access scheme the memory cells may be chained together to form one or more
large shift-registers. The memory cells are typically volatile memory meaning that they
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do not retain their state during periods of power off; in most commercial designs the
memory is simple SRAM which does not require refreshing during run time. At power
up the FPGA does not have any function and must first be loaded with a configuration
from an external source. Most FPGAs from the major manufacturers are equipped
with a state machine that is active on power up, capable of transferring data from an
external EEPROM or Flash memory into the configuration memory of the FPGA.
JTAG
JTAG strictly speaking stands for Joint Test Action Group but is used ubiquitously
in the FPGA context to refer to IEEE 1149.1 (1990), a test protocol devised by said
group. The original concept and purpose for JTAG was to allow the pins of a packaged
integrated circuit to be overridden for test purposes. The scheme involved a shift
register with a memory associated with every pin of a device which when written to
would output a logic level, and when read would indicate the logic state of a pin.
The system is designed to be daisy-chained through all large integrated circuits on a
PCB. In this way with only limited connections to a PCB, every integrated circuit to
other-integrated-circuit trace and solder joints can be tested efficiently. This technique
was accordingly named boundary-scanning, due to its position at the boundary of the
known good integrated circuitry and the unknown external PCB implementation.
To facilitate flexibility of implementation the JTAG standards defined not a simple
in-out shift register, but instead a rather more elaborate state machine allowing at
minimum the testing of pins, the identification of the part from some read-only regis-
ter, and also a bypass mode in which the simple forwarding of any input to the output
is performed. Recognizing the potential to expand upon the standard protocol with-
out loosing backwards compatibility, manufacturers supported additional non-standard
modes which could be used to monitor internal status of a part; in the case of an FPGA
or CPLD, program the configuration memory. Contemporary FPGAs all support JTAG
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programming with slight protocol variations, and the technique has become the de-facto
way to program an FPGA. However at least one other interface is typically supported
in order to load from an external memory at power up.
3.3 Design of the Counting Electronics
A correlation counter was developed for the purpose of receiving and integrating the
pulse signals from the single photon avalanche diodes used in the experiments to be
discussed.
3.3.1 Requirements
The two photon counters used during the course of the aforementioned experiments
produced approximately 5ns pulses for each arriving photon and provide the leading
edge within 300ps (approximate jitter) of the arrival of the photon (or dark event).
The ability to reliably receive signals of this type over a 50Ω coax is the primary
requirement.
A view was taken that the exact width of the correlation window was largely incon-
sequential if made sufficiently small that a correlated pair of signals can be reliably
distinguished from noise. At a minimum the correlation window must be twice the
jitter in the detectors; a more realistic goal of 2-3ns correlation width was decided
upon for an initial prototype design. Additionally the counter should cope with the
maximum pulse rate deliverable by the detectors. The absolute maximum of 30MHz
pulse rate is orders of magnitude greater than any rate seen in the experimental work
but is easily achieved with electronics capable of resolving two edges within 3ns. The
size of the counter registers should be sized to not roll over their maximum value in
the nominal integration time of 1s at the 30MHz rate.
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The simplicity and cost effectiveness of electronics is rarely a concern in scientific study.
Generally the maximum specification available is selected so as to be able to best
capture data. When prototyping electronics for commercial use a great amount of time
and high specifications can be aimed for. In the context of a PhD project however the
constraints on time and available prototyping equipment require almost certainty in a
functioning first prototype. With this in mind a simplistic design was chosen with low
specifications as a first iteration; further the initial design was split across two separate
PCBs in order to isolate initial problems and continue work on one if the other required
a design change.
3.3.2 Choice of Programmable Logic
There are an almost endless variety of FPGAs and alternative programmable logic. The
requirements presented before could be achieved with a vast subsection of these parts
making the choice of device relatively free. For ease of prototyping and for potentially
sharing the designs as a starting point for others to use, a minimum complexity two
layer PCB was chosen. Using only the outer layers of PCB allows for inexpensive
production and visual inspection for errors.
Integrated circuits with high density packaging such as ball grid array are not easily
compatible with low layer count PCBs and there are technical difficulties relating to
attaching such packages. In order to facilitate manual soldering and low layer counts,
a package with only perimeter pins was required. Additionally the part should be
in current production and have freely available software for compiling designs. An
FPGA from Lattice Semiconductor (the MachXO2 series) was found with 400MHz
synchronous performance that was available inexpensively in the TQFP144 package
that is easily soldered with minimal manual dexterity. An additional benefit of this
part is that it incorporated a flash memory inside the same package able to provide
more than enough memory for configuration of the FPGA. A final convenient aspect
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of this part is its built in voltage regulation, for the core voltages this is performed on
die allowing a single rail power supply to power to both the core and PIO banks.
3.4 Design Detail
Input interface
External to the FPGA that will provide the majority of the counter functions are
three design subsections. In order to receive a pulse signal and interface it to the
FPGA a voltage translation is needed. In the laboratory 50Ω coax terminated in either
BNC or SMA connectors is used for most signal connections and so the counter must
accept a connection from one of these systems; SMA terminations were chosen for their
compact size. The output impedance of laboratory equipment varies widely and any
device brought into the lab should not be damaged by these signals, if not work with
them. In order to protect the FPGA from experiencing voltages above the 3.3V PIO
voltage supply maximum, a translation is needed between the variable input conditions
and the fixed integrated circuit voltages.
There are a plethora of solutions to voltage level conversion and many dedicated in-
tegrated circuits. However the two choices made for the counter prototype were a
single Schmidt trigger inverter, and a single OR gate. Single gates in SOT23 type
packages were used in order to place the gate directly at the termination resistor. The
Schmidt triggers provide a small amount of hysteresis making the input threshold less
susceptible to noise. In practice noise was found to be less problematic than initially
anticipated and another simple gate with compatible pin configuration was tested with-
out modification to the board. The single OR gates used were able to accept up to 7V
input and when combined with the 50Ω termination allowed a signal of 14 volts to be
accepted. This additional ability to handle higher accidental voltages was convenient
since a direct connection to the 12V power supply of the system would hopefully not
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damage an FPGA pin.
An IO buffer of this type is not an ideal or high speed solution but it is robust. Further
development of the counter would replace the Schmidt trigger with a fast comparator
(with external feedback and compensation) capable of being adjusted to suit the user’s
voltage needs. High speed comparators of the intended type output a low voltage differ-
ential signal (LVDS) capable of higher performance than the previously described single
ended IO. LVDS interfaces use two complementary electrical signals to represent the
logic state, and drive a constant current allowing a predictable voltage at termination
of typically 350mV. The chosen FPGA not only natively supports LVDS signaling but
also has limited serialization capability in the form of 7 to 1 gearbox logic. Interfaces of
this sort are designed for the cases where data is oﬄoaded from an integrated circuit
with multiple serial bits per clock, as is common with camera and display interfaces.
Utilizing this gearing may make a shorter and more controllable correlation window
possible and is an additional benefit of swapping to the higher speed interface.
Programming Interface
In order to load programming data into flash memory a standard JTAG interface was
used in conjunction with an older development kit from the same manufacturer that
incorporated a USB programming interface. The development kit PCB traces that
connected the manufacturer-provided programming circuitry to the intended target
device were broken into at the point they passed through protection resistors, and a
set of flying leads soldered. When connected to the counter board this provided an
effective means for the download of configuration data.
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FPGA Logic: Pulse Shortening
The first stage on entering the FPGA fabric for any external signal is pulse shortening.
Pulses received by the input circuitry are of arbitrary length and need to be reduced in
duration before passing through coincidence logic. In order to not introduce additional
timing error in the input edge we prefer to not register the input signals against a clock
but instead use the gate to gate propagation delay to provide the reference time. An
input signal is divided into two copies and fed along two different paths before being
combined together by an AND gate. One path logically inverts the signal and passes
through a number of LUTs incurring a delay. The remaining path is connected directly
to the AND gate and receives only a small amount of routing delay.
In idle state the AND gate has two different logical inputs (the inverted and non-
inverted copies of the input) and so outputs a logical low. At the point the input goes
high the AND gate initially has two high inputs and outputs a logic high, however after
a short delay the logic state propagates through the slower arm and turns the AND
gate off. Regardless of how long the input remains applied only a short pulse has been
output. Furthermore on the falling edge no output is produced. The length of the
output pulse is only determined by the path propagation time difference between the
two copies of the input signal.
FPGA Logic: Correlations Counting
A pulse with fixed width can be fed directly into combinatorial logic, its successful
overlap with other pulses derived in the same way implies a correlation in the time
of arrival of the original pulses. The correlation window between two edges is further
reduced by the timing behavior of the function placed between the signals. A signal
can be derived for every correlation condition of interest and treated as a clock signal.
For every instance of an event this signal can be used to increment a counter. After
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a suitable integration time the contents of the counter’s accumulator will reflect the
counting statistics of interest.
Choosing what quantities to count is important since as the number of inputs increase
the possible correlations both pairwise and higher order increase exponentially. The
specific correlation counts of interest can be programmed and changed as needed ow-
ing to the FPGA’s re-configurable nature. For the first prototype with only 4 input
channels there are the following counts recorded: Singles on each of the four channels;
The 6 pairwise correlations; 4 three fold correlations; and finally a four fold correlation.
The counters for these 15 quantities are easily accommodated by the modest size of
the FPGA chosen. Counter sizes should be picked to prevent overflow, but need not all
be same sized. The counters for singles must not overflow in 1s at 30MHz input rate,
depending on the expected statistics it may be possible to use smaller counters for the
correlations that will occur with less frequency.
FPGA Logic: Buffering and External Readout
The counters in the FPGA are backed by a register of the same width. Upon an external
stop integration signal the contents of the counter’s accumulator value is copied into
the register and the counter reset to zero. The frequency of the external stop signals
determines the integration time and an assumption is made that it will be applied at
least once per second in order to not overflow.
Two alternative strategies were implemented for uploading the register contents from
the FPGA. The first and also simplest method was to configure the registers in a
manner reminiscent of an SPI interface, however due to the tiny amount of data being
accessed (all registers once per integration time) and the sequential access pattern (all
registers in order, never a specific register without the others) this was reduced to
chaining all registers together and shifting them out in a manner not dissimilar to the
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way the FPGA is initially configured.
An alternative method employed in further prototypes was to use hardened I2C logic
provided by the manufacturer. Hardened logic is integrated function logic that is
sufficiently common and resource expensive that it is implemented as a peripheral rather
than by the user logic. In the case of I2C it is likely the manufacturer was providing
the interface as an optional configuration mechanism and provided access to re-use
the interface after initialization. The use of a standards compliant interface improves
design re-use and allows simple interoperability with micro-controllers supporting the
interface.
3.4.1 Design of a Display and Communications Board
To further export the registered data to a computer for recording and analysis an
interface is needed. Ordinarily this would be implemented on the same PCB as the
FPGA counter however a separate board was produced for the development reasons
discussed earlier.
An ATmega32U4 8-bit micro-controller was selected to control the communications
interfaces. This chip is part of a series made by Atmel that have exceptional simplicity
and free compilers and programming tools. Due to the popularity of development
platforms using this processor a great amount of information is available and many
libraries have been written for it. This integrated circuit contains an on-board USB
controller and dual port memories enabling it to implement USB devices with up to 6
(5 and control) endpoints.
The low speed (max 16MHz) and 8-bit bus widths are significant limitations for per-
formance of this processor, nevertheless it has sufficient capability to perform simple
interface and control tasks. The processor is programmed to issue the integration stop
signal and read out the contents of the FPGA counter registers once per second. The
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Figure 3-4: Assembled prototype Counter module with Communications and display
PCB visible on top. On the TFT screen quick ’heads up’ values of recent count data are
provided for use in alignment and setup. Integration data is continually streamed over
Ethernet using MQTT protocol and from a virtual communications interface over USB.
Although the counter-correlator can be remote controlled, the majority of integration
was performed by simply capturing the continuously oﬄoaded stream.
verbatim contents are forwarded for interpretation on a computer.
Two interfaces were selected as candidates for first prototype; Ethernet and USB-CDC.
The Ethernet functions are implemented as an external controller chip (Microchip
ENC28J60) with the data sheet recommended interface components for coupling to
the line. The USB interface used the built in USB control hardware and the Atmel
supported open-source library LUFA [43].
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Immediate Display
For convenience a small TFT display screen was included in the communications board
design. The display lists the count values from the previous second along with some
computed values for the expected accidental correlations for the present singles rates.
This information allows the counter to be used without connection to the computer for
the purposes of alignment and experiment setup. The display chosen is one used in
previous-generation mobile phones and has a well known controller with open source
libraries. Additionally this display includes the voltage boost circuitry needed to drive
a TFT from 3.3V with only a single external capacitor required.
3.4.2 Design of a 2nd Prototype
A second prototype shown in Figure 3-5 was constructed with a view to fixing short-
comings with the initial prototype, and simplifying the two subsystems onto a single
PCB. The input discrimination circuitry, and output drive capability was improved in
line with the similar improvements made in the second prototype of the delay modules
discussed later. The view was taken that the on board delays used in the first proto-
type were not appropriate due to the small range being insufficient for the experimental
work, and the fine detail being generally unnecessary and subject to wild fluctuation
as the relatively power hungry unit reaches thermal equilibrium.
The number of available input channels was revised to eight in order to count ancillary
pulse information and to apply more complex gating and veto to received pulses. The
four output channels were retained as useful outputs for operating external optical
switches and muting external detectors where provisions are available. In addition
to the 50Ω outputs a number of general purpose outputs with wide voltage tolerance
were added for convenience in automating shutters and external delay modules. The
additional general purpose outputs are of open collector type and so are capable of
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Figure 3-5: Rear view of the second prototype of the counter-correlator with eight input
channels in a single board format with an additional four channels of 50Ω output. This
version only uses USB for communication and does not have the ethernet hardware
interface present.
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Figure 3-6: Front view of the second prototype of the counter-correlator with eight
input channels in a single board format, with the additional four channels of 50Ω
output visible to the right hand site of the board. The small TFT display screen is
retained from the earlier prototype, along with an additional tactile joystick control
input for control without connection to a computer.
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handling a wide variety of interface voltages directly.
Additionally a five position jog switch was included for setup purposes, allowing a
user to directly configure and use the second prototype without first connecting to it
via USB. In a similar manner to the output display screen this minor feature vastly
improves convenience for setup or preliminary work.
General Purpose Outputs
The four main output channels provided in the second prototype are able to drive
5V into 50Ω with a fast slew rate. These outputs are logically the same as general
purpose outputs but with additional drive power necessary for driving a terminated
transmission line.
3.5 Design of the Time Delay Electronics
As previously discussed, signals from correlated sources are not always coincident at
detection due to propagation effects and detector characteristics. By delaying signals
by appropriate amounts we can make them co-timed at some later time. Static timing
offsets (or similar offsets where no decision making is required) are the dominant use
case for electronic delays, and shall determine the key specifications required in a delay
system as discussed below.
A delay generator or delay line as it is often called (in recognition of typical imple-
mentations) must have sufficient bandwidth that the signal information is substantially
unmodified during transit. In addition the delay caused must be correct for the intended
application. The specific delay required for a laboratory scenario is often unknown in
advance of the experiment, or unknown to sufficient accuracy for a fixed delay line to
be practical. As a result it will usually be required that the delay can be adjusted
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easily to suit the situation.
3.5.1 Problems Encountered with Existing Electronics
Prior to designing the delay lines presented here, delays were created with lengths of
coaxial cable. Coaxial cables have a distributed impedance which causes a predictable
delay over a large bandwidth, allowing in turn a delay to be created proportional to
the length of a cable. Specific delays can be created by cutting lengths of coax to suit
the application, however the process is cumbersome due to the length measuring and
termination techniques required. After a cable has been terminated the delay is easily
checked by reflectometry using an oscilloscope; cables created by the author are rarely
exactly the delay intended.
As an improvement over bespoke cable delays a switchable cable delay box was available
(ORTEC DB463). Units of this type contain a collection of standard lengths of coax
in binary multiples of the minimum length; individual sections being coupled together
or bypassed by a series of switches. With an appropriate switch combination a delay
to the nearest half nanosecond required can be achieved, offering flexibility to adjust
the delay while in operation. Unfortunately the physical bulk of the cable magazine is
large, and the crosstalk between channels is significant, it is believed that this is due
to the manner in which the switching is being performed within the units available.
3.5.2 Design of the Time Delays
In order to have sufficiently many channels for the proposed experiments, more delay
lines were necessary. A similar level of resolution around 0.25ns was desired, along with
the ability to adjust the time delay while an experiment was ongoing. Additionally as
seven channels are to be used in the most complex cases envisaged, combining the
controls of all delays used into a homogeneous interface of minimum complexity for the
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user to operate in the darkened laboratory was desired. Ideally this interface should
also be able to operate remotely via the counting electronics communications interface
when it is desired that nobody be present in the laboratory.
The availability of clock skew adjustment devices intended for use in large back-plane
computer systems provided a cost effective source of integrated semi-analog delay lines.
Unlike most digital parts, delays of this type must operate asynchronously, and preserve
the original edge shape of the pulse. The devices selected had either an 128 ns or 64 ns
delay line comprised of a chain of buffer gates (a circuit that copies it’s input to output
unchanged except for impedance) incurring delay as the signal propagates, with signal
tap points along the line allowing a various delays to be selected. The nanosecond and
below timescales are not well suited to tap selection and so the three least significant bits
of the requested delay time are instead generated by controlling the current operating
point in the (slightly starved) final sections of the chain.
Four delay lines along with buffer amplifiers and termination circuit were incorporated
onto a single small PCB. The specific part selected contained an optional shift register
to augment the 8-bit parallel register input of the delay setting. With the addition of a
dual 4-bit shift register for control bypass modes and to drive indicator LEDs, a 40-bit
daisy-chain register was formed with an interface (C¯S,DI,DO,RST ,CLK) compatible
with a standard SPI port.
The use of a standard port allowed the delay modules to be connected to the expansion
port of either FPGA correlator, and thus take advantage of automation and remote
control. An additional hand held controller was built for convenient manual operation;
comprising an up down step control and a next delay selector, the delay under current
control being highlighted by the appropriate LED. Internally the hand controller was
a simple micro-controller with three momentary switch inputs, SPI output, and power
supply regulation for powering the delay modules.
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Figure 3-7: One of the delay modules developed for use in correlation experiments. Four
input signals are incident on the top row of SMA connectors; delayed copies of input
signals are output on the corresponding connector below. all signals are buffered for
output and terminated into 50Ω. Control input is fed serially from the cable connected
bottom right, and additional modules can be daisy-chained from the unused connector
top-right.
Owing to the serial access and daisy-chain style design implemented thus far, an ad-
ditional output connection was provided on the delay module such that a number of
modules can be chained together from a single controller. In order to determine the
register size, after reset a number of 1s are clocked out until the whole chain is filled, as
the registers initialize to zero the number of clocks required to read back a first 1 is the
size of the combined register. Additional check patterns are used to confirm the correct
length is set. It is assumed that every multiple of 40 bits is a new module register.
Improvements to the Prototype
After some use in the laboratory, three major shortcomings in the prototype design
were identified. The connection to control the modules and daisy chain, while reliable,
is inconvenient for laboratory layout and cable management. Additionally the volatility
of the delay line register meant that upon power up, the previous settings were lost.
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The latter was partly solved in the case of the manual controller which was modified to
save the current positions of the delays after every update. The analog characteristics
of the first prototypes were not ideal, having appropriate input discrimination and
termination, but output drive duty cycle was incorrectly assumed; when resting in the
high state continuously and terminated DC to ground a 15% overload of the output
buffer occurred.
All three issues were addressed in an updated version of the delay line; the wired link
was replaced with low power WiFi (ESP8266) module, the analog outputs improved
and each module would independently remember its state. In addition due to the
presence of a user programmable processor on the module (inside the WiFi module)
manual pushbutton controls were added to allow completely independent manual delay
setting. The IBM MQTT protocol was used to control the module over WiFi.
3.6 Qualification Testing
When qualifying parameters of a measurement or setup that are critically dependent
on time, higher resolution timing is required than can be afforded by the 0.25ns step of
the delay modules previously presented. For some measurements an oscilloscope was
used to directly measure pulse widths; in cases where a measurement window was to
be observed, a more precise variable stimulus was required.
For the purposes of calibration a high resolution delay line was used, with capability
of 10ps step resolution and analog vernier. The delay module shown in Figure 3-9 was
initially constructed to test the efficacy of the chip before subsequent use in the initial
prototype correlation counter. However due to the ease of manual use the module can
be used to provide a variable known stimulus during verification.
Internally this module operates in a manner similar to the coarse delay lines chosen
for the delay modules, however due to the intended high speed application alternative
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Figure 3-8: Second prototype delay module with on board WiFi and manual controls,
shown here without laser-cut plastic covers. The minimal complexity structure of the
design is evident by following the signal path from top to bottom on a given channel.
The output channels on this revision can truly drive 50Ω outputs continually to 5V
without overload. The ESP8266 WiFi System on Module with integral antenna is
visible to the top right, this module contains radio circuitry and a Tensilica L106
processor which is available for user programming.
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Figure 3-9: Prototype and test delay with 10 bit range and least significant bit delay of
10ps. The delay is directly controllable via the 10 control lines brought out to switches.
Both a true and compliment output signal is generated at 50Ω, and special attention
is given to the input signal conversion to positive emitter coupled differential logic.
Additionally a voltage input that functions as a vernier within one LSB is provided,
however at such small delays the effect of temperature on generated delay is significant.
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interfacing was required to translate from emitter coupled logic to single ended 50Ω.
The combined use of correlation counter oscilloscope and precision delay allowed the
correct operation of coincident logic, detector dead time and jitter, and coarse delay
linearity to be checked prior to use. Some degree of signal degradation is inevitable
when passing through additional active delay stages, however only the position of the
leading edges must be preserved. The delay action produced is affected by variations





The results and experiment detail presented here for temporal multiplexing in a fibre
delay line are additionally published as ”Resource-efficient fibre-integrated temporal
multiplexing of heralded single photons” in the IOP Journal of Optics [44].
4.1 Motivation
In the context of photon sources, multiplexing offers a means to trade off source output
characteristics, namely the maximum delivery rate (or attempt rate) and probability
of photon generation per unit time (or per attempt), against each other. The proba-
bilistic nature of many types of photon source (including the two sources described in
Sections 2-6 and 2-7) prevents the use of large collections of sources in quantum optics
experiments; the probability of an event simultaneously from n independent sources
rapidly becomes small.
The probability of single photon delivery from sources of these types is inextricably
linked to the probability of multiple photon delivery. Since we cannot reliably herald
the number of photons produced, and require one and only one photon from each source,
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we are forced to operate with low brightness. The advent of photon number resolving
detectors has not yet alleviated the problem due to their relatively slow throughput
(reset and readout time requirements) which itself limits the effective brightness. Ad-
ditionally the number resolving detector (and the whole heralding channel in general)
must be highly efficient; under reporting of photon count may result in multi-pair
events being interpreted as single pair events. Pseudo number-resolving detectors offer
some improvement, however the increased physical resources required to implement
such schemes must be considered [45].
With the assumption that a source is operated in a low probability of pair genera-
tion configuration P1 ≈ 0.01, we seek to improve the effective probability by actively
combining the contributions of multiple generation modes. Here the active operations
add additional attenuation due to insertion losses, but can also increase output prob-
ability. Specifically the cases of multiplexing over spatial mode and temporal mode
shall be discussed, the latter with the additional concepts of synchronized, or relative,
multiplexing.
4.2 Introduction
Multiplexing can be performed in a number of ways, which shall be discussed individu-
ally in this chapter in further detail. The general focus will be on temporal multiplex-
ing in an optic-fibre integrated form; an experimental realization of the concept will be
presented. A simplified overview is that generation of photons (or photon pairs) from
parametric processes is independent in different optical modes. If one could generate
photons in two orthogonal modes and subsequently separate them, the statistics of
generation in each mode are independent. This is assuming that the generation in one
mode does not affect the other through, for example, depleting the pump etc.
As discussed previously in Chapter 2 the generation process in a waveguide is governed
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Figure 4-1: An outline of the spatial multiplex scheme, demonstrating the combining
of two modes into a single output mode using heralding information. A 2x2 (or 2x1)
optical switch is used to route the photons from the selected source to the output fibre.
The switching strategy is to remain in one state until a heralding event is observed on
the normally disconnected source. The statistical effects are twofold owing to both the
increased number of single photon events, and to the halving of integrated noise. In
order to switch fully to the correct state before a photon arrives, an optical delay (not
shown) is incorporated in each source; the herald signal and feed forward action occur
> 100ns before the photon arrives at the switch.
by the phase-matching between the waves which is itself dependent on the dispersion.
Phase-matching two parametric processes into two modes of a waveguide simultane-
ously is relatively difficult, and is compounded by the requirement to produce indis-
tinguishable (except for mode) photons. An alternative strategy is to produce photons
in two near identical waveguides by near identical phase-matching with equivalent
outcome: two modes with independent photon statistics. Additionally by using very
similar phase-matching (and pumping etc.) for each mode we can expect to produce
highly indistinguishable photons. Each generation mode is subject to the statistical
limitations to its brightness when heralding for single photons, however we are able to
combine the modes into a single output mode by an active process such as a switch.
In this way we can make an improvement to the output mode statistics.
We refer to the operation as spatial mode multiplexing since we have combined two
spatial generation modes together. In principle the spatial modes could be free space
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modes, modes of a waveguide or two particular modes in separate waveguides. The
obvious advantage as mentioned before being that the similarity of the latter modes is
beneficial to efforts for indistinguishably.
Another degree of freedom is the photon’s temporal mode, that is to say the photon
produced at some particular time is independent of a photon at some subsequent time.
We can of course design a method for photons at different points in time to interact by
delaying the propagation of one relative to the other.
It may be noted that much like the finite bandwidth of a photon in frequency can be
thought of as a superposition of amplitudes at a variety of single frequencies, a temporal
mode must have a similar quality in some conjugate fashion. Confusion may arise in
nomenclature here as clearly the photon wave-packet is composed of some number of
temporal modes; when transform limited that number of temporal modes must be
related to the number of spectral modes. In the multiplexing experiments discussed
further the pump light is derived from a pulsed laser, the spectrum and envelope of
which has a direct impact on the photons produced. On each pulse of the laser a photon
may or may not be produced; we shall call the time window in which a photon may
be produced a ’temporal mode’ or time bin since they have the property that photons
produced in each window are independent of one another.
With the new definition of temporal mode in mind we could consider numbering each
mode continuously from some arbitrary starting point. We could separate all even
numbered temporal modes from all odd numbered modes and expect the occupation
statistics to be independent. We could arrange for a greater total number of modes in
a given time by increasing the pulse repetition rate of the pump laser [46] (assuming
that the modes do not overlap each other). Each mode is independently subject to the
practical generation probability limitation, as we desire only a single photon occupation
or none.
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Although by increasing the total temporal modes per unit time we will produce a
greater number of single photons, we do not improve the probability of delivering two
photons simultaneously from two sources. In order to increase the probability of n-fold
simultaneous events the probability of occupation of a time bin must be increased.
Consider a train of n time ’bins’, if we were able to move any photon from the bins
0 : n − 1 into bin n the probability of occupation of the particular bin n would be
the sum of the probability contributions to each bin. The maximum probability of
occupation of the destination time bin saturates as 1 (max one photon), so the operation
is advantageous only when operating with low photon occupation probabilities. The
probability of occupation in each of the remaining time bins has decreased and the
probability of occupation of bin n has increased.
A practical realization of this technique is to wait for occupation of a bin signified by a
herald signal from the detection of one half of the photon pair. If the herald arrives on
the final bin n we do nothing other than pass the herald signal along with the photon
to the next stage of the experiment. If however the herald arrives in one of the time
bins preceding n we can apply a delay to the photon of the exact duration required
such that the photon is moved to bin n. A delay is readily formed by a length of optical
fibre, and when time bin n arrives the photon and a new generated herald signal are
passed on to the experiment in exactly the same fashion as before.
4.3 Other Temporal Schemes
The specific form of the delay, or more generally its topology has an impact on the
implementation of the multiplexing scheme. The same principle of operation can be im-
plemented with different switch and delay technologies, impacting the insertion losses.
Free space optical switches with very low insertion loss exist, but it is comparatively
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Figure 4-2: Idler photons from a pair source are heralded and delayed in a 200ns
length of fibre. A timing pulse derived from the laser output pulses is counted modulo
m where this is the number of temporal multiplexing time bins. Every herald event is
tagged as belonging to the bin during which it arrives. By switching the 2x2 routing
switch at appropriate intervals, photons can be made to experience n traversals of a
time delay loop, matching the spacing between the time bins. By commanding a delay
corresponding to the modulo arrival time of the herald, all photons can be made to exit
the loop on the highest time bin. In this manner the contributions generated from a
large number of laser pulses are concentrated on a more regular time interval, effectively
changing the occupation probability for specific times at the expense of other times.
difficult to make a free space storage loop of a long duration. Conversely for guided
wave technologies such as optical fibre it is simple to produce long delays from lengths
of waveguide, however the switching element insertion losses are high. Regardless of
the particular technology chosen, the topology of the delay network has an effect on
the number and type of control elements required.
4.3.1 Binary Delay Ladder
Given the availability of switch elements that select between two input modes, the
most obvious implementation of a variable delay network is a binary tree. A delay of
this type is comprised of a number of stages each with a choice of two paths; a delay
or a bypass. The delay path at each subsequent stage is twice that of the preceding
stage. The initial stage has some convenient delay value such as the repetition rate of
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Figure 4-3: Schematic representation of a two stage binary delay network. The specific
implementation in 2X2 switches is suited to available optical fibre technology. The
number of times a photon must traverse a switch is once per switch in the chain plus
one extra traversal per set bit within the commanded delay; S + SumofBits(Delay)
where S is the chain length, and assuming the cross and through states have similar
loss.
the photon source. By an appropriate choice of either delay or bypass at each stage a
total delay can be built up. Multiplexing can take place across 2s bins, where s is the
number of delay stages used.
This configuration as shown in figure 4-3, multiplexes over 2s bins with only s switches,
allowing a relatively large number of bins to be accessed with limited number of
switches. Note that the photon must pass each switch twice as shown in figure 4-
3, incurring twice the insertion loss. Conversely the photon only passes each switch
a single time when the delay is bypassed. The degree of loss suffered by each photon
is variable depending on the path taken, wheres with s + 1 switches it can clearly be
re-arranged to require only a single pass of each switch, and thus incur on average
reduced losses, that are significantly more homogeneous as shown in figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Schematic representation of a single stage of an improved delay network. In
the form shown S + 1 optical switches are required, however a more homogeneous and
on average lower total loss occurs. It is plainly noted that however long such a binary
chain is made, every switch is traversed only once. Assuming the cross and through
states of the switch are similar, the loss is constant for whichever delay is selected. If
all delay settings are required equally often a lower integral loss is achieved by this
configuration, despite having a minimum loss one unit higher than for the scheme
shown in 4-3.
4.3.2 Recycling Loop
An alternative topology choice is to create a storage loop with a long delay such that
many time bins are contained within the loop and are continually recycled in a manner
not dissimilar to delay line memories of 1950’s era computers. Schemes of this type can
be used in a number of ways; a collection of photons for successive delivery could be
accumulated, although this is not a typical requirement. Alternatively when operated
as part of a collection of sources the statistics of emission can be improved by always
storing a photon if it is not part of a multi-source event, and releasing it from the loop
if it would, in combination with the firing state of the other sources, create a multi
photon event. The exact behavior of such a scheme is beyond the general overview
provided here, however it is clear that an improvement is possible, and the relative loss
per photon per storage time is altogether different from the other schemes discussed.
There are yet numerous further and ever more complex manners in which multiple long
delay loops could be composed to change photon emission statistics. Combinations of
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loops with different length can be employed to re-locate the photon within a delay loop.
A loop may be constructed to have more than a single exit point, behaving as if it were
two sources.
Combinations of these ideas offer a large number of permutations, and as a result,
many forms of source output statistics. As the complexity of these schemes increase,
so too does the number of passes of an optical switch, and thus loss. In many of
these schemes the number of physical switches required also increases and so the total
resources required for a given improvement may not make it worthwhile when compared
to simpler and more resource efficient implementations.
4.3.3 Parity Offset Loops
A hybrid idea between the recycling loop and the which path schemes is the parity offset
loop. The time bins are divided into even and odd times, and are directed onto one
of two paths. Note here that the first switching operation need not have knowledge of
the herald signal, it is possible to switch on every laser pulse. Switching in this manner
can be achieved differently than the on demand switching considered else where, and
poses less of a technological challenge when operating at higher speed.
Each path contains a delay loop as described previously, however the loops are now
two time bins long, and yet can only ever contain a single photon. A static delay is
introduced into the odd path of one time bin; this is just additional fibre before the
delay loop switch. Finally the two paths are recombined to a single path by a final
controlled switch.
A variable delay is produced as per the single delay loop, however the number of times a
photon passes a switch, and thus incurs loss is modified. The loss is halved by way of the
fewer passes in the double length delay loops, but has the additional loss of the initial
odd-even sorting switch and the final switch to select which branch to take a photon
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Figure 4-5: Schematic representation of an odd-even parity based hybrid loop scheme.
Even delays are enacted on the upper path which comprises a loop twice the delay
time. In a similar fashion odd multiples are enacted on the lower identical loop with an
additional fibre incorporated prior to the loop switch to offset by one delay time. The
offsetting of the two branches by parity reduces the number of switching operations in
the loop sections by half at the expense of two extra losses from the initial and final
routing switches. For some multiplexing depths, and when each delay value is equally
likely, a scheme of this form can offer lower total loss.
from. For some number of bins it may, depending on specific losses, be advantageous
to incur these extra fixed losses in order to achieve a greater mean throughput.
The behaviors of the final and initial switches may additionally lend themselves to
different technologies with differing optimizations. Specifically the initial switch tran-
sitioning on every pulse allows an efficient electrical continuous drive; the final switch
and loop switches operate at half the maximum speed of those in a single loop design,
all other factors held the same. While limited by switch device specifications, a speed
improvement can now be made by increasing the laser repetition rate (assuming the
initial high speed odd even sorting is possible).
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4.4 Statistical Model
In this section a statistical model of the temporal multiplexing loop arrangement oper-
ating over a number of consecutive time bins m with a single switch and delay loop of
one time bin is presented. The fibre implementation fabricated and operated over four
time bins presented in section 4.5 and onwards is of the type described this model.
The PCF photon source used in combination with the single time bin delay loop oper-
ates at a low mean photon number in order that we can neglect multi photon events.
The probability of a photon being heralded is therefore the probability of a single




thermal · ηdetect · ηdeliver (4.1)
The action of the loop can be considered to be a simple optical loss combining all factors
from the switch, fibre and splices. By lumping these things together and considering a
scenario with m time bins each requiring an integer number of passes of the loop. the
total delivery probability is unity minus the compound losses from each of the time
bins. The relevant losses are the loop lumped loss applied t times as appropriate for the
given bin. Bringing this together with the previously defined probability for heralding






(1− P1 · (ηloop)t). (4.2)
Comparing P1 and P
(m)
1 is not initially useful since the quantities truly represent the
probability of delivery per cycle rather than per time. For the case of the simplex
source this is a single laser pulse; for the multiplex this is m laser pulses. Clearly a fair
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comparison must take into account this discrepancy by re-casting the probabilities in
terms of either time or per pulse. For a laser repetition rate R and only one output




R · P (m)1
m
. (4.3)
And for the simplex case is,
K1 = R · P1. (4.4)
We can see without difficulty that an improvement factor f should be defined as in 4.5.
Note that the relationship to m is not simple except for in the cases of negligible loss.











m · P1 (4.5)
Clearly the diminishing returns of multiplexing over greater numbers of bins will form
a tipping point beyond which it will not offer an improvement over the simplex case.
That is to say, at a point the decrease in the 1m term will outweigh improvement in the
P
(m)
1 . The target use case for multiplexed photon sources is, as discussed previously,
improving the probability of delivering a number of photons simultaneously from a




R · P (m)N
m
=
R · (P (m)1 )N
m
, (4.6)
where N is the number of sources that simultaneously fire. Since the firing or not of a
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source is independent of each other the product of their respective delivery probabilities
results; here we have assumed the sources are identical. The general improvement factor



















Note that the multiplexing improvement is exponential in N , providing an improvement
to delivery whenever the probability of multiplexed delivery is greater than the prob-
ability of simplex delivery. This result shows the utility of even modest improvements
via temporal multiplexing.
Numeric Trials
The model presented in the preceding section was numerically evaluated for a range of
lumped losses and multiplexing depths. A detailed study including effects of multiplex-
ing depth and number of sources within a collection, and hypothetical loss values that
may become attainable, was carried out by Francis-Jones and Mosley [47]. For the case
where loss per delay time is approximately 1dB as per the constructed multiplex, it is
expected that an improvement will be possible. The loss experienced by multiplexing
over two bins would be (1dB experienced by first bin; 2dB experienced by second bin)
on average 1.5dB, since this is less than 3dB (after which half of the light is lost) it is
possible to extract useful improvement from two time bins.
For the case of multiplexing over two time bins the single switch temporal multiplexing
loop is operating in a manner indistinguishable to that shown in 4-3. For greater
multiplexing depths of three or four bins the scheme becomes clearly distinct. The
temporal multiplexing loop as constructed will be operated over four time bins.
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4.5 Temporal Loop Construction
The construction of the delay loop makes use of standard telecommunications parts and
fibre. The photon pair source output wavelength near 1550nm was initially chosen with
this in mind. The loop itself is constructed from corning SMF28e and wound onto a
plastic fibre spool in order to keep it stable. At 1550nm SMF28e supports only a single
spatial mode and two polarization modes. No specific polarization is needed at the
system output, however in order to prevent two time bins from being distinguishable
the polarization must not have a net change after a trip in the loop. If the polarization
is stable then it can easily be compensated by including a fibre polarization controller
(a small portion of the fibre is wound onto three small spools in succession in the ratio
1 : 2 : 1, by rotating these about the fibre axis an arbitrary change of polarization can
be effected).
The total time delay through the fibre loop and switch element is 200ns to match the
repetition rate of the pump laser and thus the photon source. The correct delay was
achieved by the methods discussed in Section 4.7 and was achieved to within 1/4 of the
effective timing resolution of the detector system in order to prevent the time of arrival
from distinguishing which time bin the photon originated from; compound timing error
over four bins must be undetectable.
The switching element is a ’Nanona’ device from Boston Applied Technologies. It is
ostensibly a fibre device and is connected by splicing to the four pigtails provided.
Internally the switch is a free space optical device with four sets of collimation optics
incorporated. The active element is a electro-optic ceramic material, which in combina-
tion with patterned electrodes is able to perform the switching operation. The electric
field required in order to have the optical effect is relatively high; the device requires
approximately 200V to fully switch.
The high voltage coupled with the not insignificant 50pF (measured at 1KHz) ca-
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pacitive load creates a reasonable power requirement to drive the switch, a dedicated
drive amplifier able to translate a TTL (H : L) signal into (0V : Vpi) was used. The
limitations of the drive electronics and the impact on achievable speed are discussed
further in 4.7 along with the test procedures.
In the scheme set out previously in 4.3 we take action on the photon by controlling the
loop switch. The switch requires time to change state and to settle, and this only after
the time taken by the decision electronics to act. Additionally we should only allow the
photon to impinge on the switch in one of its fully determined states and not while its
state is transitioning. For these reasons a significant pre-delay is incorporated before
entering the delay loop, this is composed of more Corning SMF28e. The pre-delay
length is the same as the delay loop period, although it is not required to be accurate.
By delaying the electrical herald signal the relative timing between the loop switch and
the photon can be adjusted. Nominally we require the photon to arrive at the loop
100ns before the first switching event (if any), in this way the photon will be half way
around the loop when the switch changes state, leaving sufficient time for the switch
to transition and settle. The pre-delay of 200ns allows the the photon to be moved by
±100ns relative to the switch timing by way of a simple electronic delay in the herald
path. The decision electronics must operate significantly faster than the timings of the
experiment, this can be achieved readily with a number of techniques since timings of
the order 10ns represent a bandwidth of only 200MHz. It was chosen to use a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) for the purpose due to the ease of reconfiguration
and inherent speed capabilities. The topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
4.6 Loop Control Scheme
To control the switchable delay a short term history must be kept. The most recent
occurrence of a herald event needs to be known in relation to the current time; a simple
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state machine was devised for the purpose.
Laser pulses from the mode-locked fibre laser source necessarily are split off and de-
tected by a fast photo-diode to control the AOM as described in Section 4.8.2. A copy
of the pulse signal is first fed into a variable delay line as described in 3.5 and then into
an FPGA. This signal consists of short pulses at a repetition frequency close to 10MHz
(determined by the laser cavity). Internally a clock was derived from the pulse train
either directly by triggering a flip flop, or by feeding a phase locked loop. The latter
has the additional benefit that the laser amplitude induced timing jitter is reduced.
The option to work with either type of derived clock was included in order to both gain
an insight into the trigger jitter and to allow allow for a missing pulse to be spotted
(such an event would put the loop out of sync with the AOM).
In either case the resulting clock pulses are converted to a 50% duty signal with signif-
icantly better bandwidth properties, and a sufficient duration in each state to satisfy
the timing requirements of the FPGA gates. The notions of setup/hold/reset/release
timings are discussed in detail in Section 3.2 but a brief explanation is as follows. The
registers in synchronous logic are bistable and due to their underlying constriction have
a finite speed at which they can transition. Bistable circuits which are being clocked
require all signals are stable before the arrival of a clock edge. Additionally they must
remain stable after a clock edge in order to transition state deterministically.
Consecutive time bins are labeled by a counter clocked directly by the laser train.
Since the experimental construction employs 4 time bins this counter is ideally modulo
4; we do not require a unique labeling scheme beyond which of the four input bins a
pulse belongs to. Nevertheless a large counter is used for convenience by providing two
additional signals. The 20th bit of the counter very nearly approximates 10Hz when
clocked at 10MHz (within 4%) this signal was used to drive an LED to flash rapidly
giving an indication of the successful delivery of the clock signal. The higher bits of
the counter (32bits in total) were used to measure the total number of pulses, this
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can be used in an integrated measurement as an alternative to time, to quantify the
probability of pair generation etc.
In addition to the counter a number of flags (one bit registers) maintained in order
to keep track of the loop status, since the loop was to contain only a single storage
bin, a single bit to signify occupation was required. For a storage loop consisting of
a greater number of bins a memory of the occupation state of each bin and ideally a
counter to represent the number of times the bin has experienced the loop loss, would
be necessary.
When a photon is heralded a short pulse is produced by the APD and delivered via a
controllable delay to the FPGA. The pulse is registered by a latch, as the exact time of
arrival is not in stable phase to the laser pulse train. The latching of the herald occurs
at any point in the previous time bin form the point of view of the loop, due to the
pre-delay fibre. On the subsequent clock if there was a herald event, a further latch is
set which actuates the switch, and remains active until the next time bin, on which it
is reset. If the herald delay is correctly set then at approximately half the on-period of
the switch the heralded photon arrives, making its way approximately half way through
the loop fibre before the herald event latch is reset and the switch closes the loop.
For the mode of operation without external information about any other sources, the
delivery of a photon should occur on a particular time bin. The logic to control this is
simply ”if the loop is occupied and it is the delivery time bin: open the switch”. This
logical condition is met when, in a similar fashion to the input scenario, the photon
is approximately half way around the loop. The switch opens, and some time later
the photon is once again incident and is diverted out of the loop to be delivered. An
additional complexity arises to handle the case where a new photon arrives on the
same time bin that a stored photon is delivered, clearly the newly incident photon has
experienced less loss having not been stored. An exclusive-or is applied between the
loop occupation signal and the latched herald event such that if the loop is occupied
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Figure 4-6: Examples of relevant signals to the loop control scheme are shown for four
cases of bin occupation. For simplicity detailed timing offsets are removed and the
idealized behaviour is shown. Note the switching of the loop from closed to open on
the fourth period, in order to release a stored photon from the loop. Additionally for
the case where a herald is present at the fourth period note the suppression of the
switching signal to allow the photon to bypass the delay.
and there is no herald a switching operation is applied, if however a new herald is
incident no switching occurs and the newer photon is allowed to pass through without
being stored. If neither the loop is occupied or a new photon is present then the loop
switch is not switched. This fourth scenario is also desired behavior and is shown in
figure 4-6 as the fourth example cycle.
For the case where multiple sources must fire together, as noted later in Chapter 4, the
mutually ready condition is used to trigger output [48]. To summarize the argument
for this, consider that if all loops are occupied and output a photon on the designated
bin, there are two prior possibilities. One or more of the sources allowed a photon
through without passing the loop: this scenario clearly cannot be improved upon.
Alternatively the occupation of all the loops occurred at some previous time bin, and
all loops subsequently delayed their photon unnecessarily in order to reach the output
bin. In this case additional loss was incurred without an improvement; clearly as soon
as the collection of sources are all occupied an output should occur. This relative
multiplexing is readily achieved by a single logic signal shared between the sources
which is used to negotiate the output. Each photon source control FPGA outputs
a high signal to indicate that it is not occupied, but rather than driving the signal
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low when occupied instead the output drive is disabled (high-Z state). Externally a
weak resistive pull-down is applied, such that when not driven high, the voltage rapidly
returns to the low state. An additional pin monitors the state of this external signal
and uses it to decide if the loop should switch out; a LOW signal indicates that it
should. When this signal is connected in common between the controllers of multiple
delay loops it will assume the low condition only when the sources are all in a state
of occupied and ready to output, wherein none are driving the signal high and so the
signal falls low. The trivial simplicity of this arrangement allows for flexibly combining
or separating multiple sources without modification. As only a single delay loop was
built, the feature was tested only with dummy signals from pulse generators.
During the alignment and maintenance of the loop, it is advantageous to be able to
inspect the state of various signals. Connecting every point of interest in the FPGA to
an external pin and driving a 50Ω coax is both mildly impractical and creates problems
for timing closure. A practical solution that was implemented was to attach a single
auxiliary output connection and cable driver for monitoring, and internally select which
of the critical points it is connected to. The status of the external clock (post clean-up),
the individual bin clocks (useful for measurements of relative contribution of each bin),
the herald input, a second herald input used for working with simultaneous spatial
and temporal multiplexing, and the loop switch signal. The choice of which signal to
monitor was provided by an 8 position selector switch with binary coded outputs.
The details of FPGA implementations are provided in Section 3 and the following sim-
plified code snippet shown in 4-7 is included for completeness; logic to prevent glitches
has been removed for clarity and the functions STRETCH7 and CTR20 represent a
pulse stretcher/shortener and a 20bit counter respectively.
Throughout the previous discussion the details of specific timings have been neglected.
The choice of a digital synchronous logic for control, forces the user to adopt a simplified
point of view. While it is true that the operation of the loop is completely synchronous,
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module TLD( HeraldIn, EXTCLK2, Clock_50, HeraldOut, LoopSwitch, ActiveLED);
input HeraldIn; output HeraldOut; // herald input and output
input EXTCLK2; input Clock_50; // Clocks
output LoopSwitch;
output ActiveLED;
wire [19:0] Q; wire PLLclk; wire PostDump; wire LoopDump; wire EXTCLK; wire
HeraldLatched; wire EventOccured; wire LoopSwitchInv;
CTR20 loopCounter(.clk(EXTCLK2), .en(1’b1), .r(1’b0), .q(Q));
assign EXTCLK = Q[0];// ~5MHz internal Clock matches laser train.
assign LoopDump = Q[2] & Q[1];// Periodic (1/4) signal to empty the loop
assign PostDump = (!Q[2]) & (!Q[1]);
assign ActiveLED = Q[19];// LED flashes ~10Hz when correctly triggerd
SR HeraldLatch(.s(HeraldIn), .r(EXTCLK2), .e(1’b1), .q(HeraldLatched));
SR EventLatch(.s(HeraldLatched), .r(PostDump && EXTCLK2), .e(1’b1),
.q(EventOccured));
PLL Prim_PLL(.inclk0(Clock_50), .c0(PLLclk));
STRETCH7 LoopSwitchPulseStretcher(.delay_clk(PLLclk), .in(LoopDump ^
HeraldLatched), .out(LoopSwitchInv));
assign HeraldOut = EventOccured & LoopDump;
assign LoopSwitch = !(LoopSwitchInv);//inverted (optical) switch polarity
endmodule
Figure 4-7: Simplified code listing for controlling the photon delay loop.
the timing gap between the physical system and the controller logic must be bridged.
The time between the laser output and its delivery at the PCF is dependent on the
pump preparation optics, the intentional but poorly defined optical delay after the
PCF but before the delay loop, and the delay between a herald detection and optical
delivery of a photon, all remain undetermined during electronics construction. Special
attention was given to the loop delay itself, however designing an electronics control
system with specific delays in mind is fraught with difficulty. By allowing for timing
variations of ±100ns construction proceeded swiftly and with a focus on stability.
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4.7 Temporal Loop Construction Measurements
A number of characterizations were performed during the construction of the delay
loop and associated apparatus. The following subsections cover in detail how the
measurements that had a significant bearing were made.
4.7.1 Switch Insertion Loss & Speed
The most significant source of optical loss in the delay loop is the optical switch. The
parameters of interest for a general optical switch (apart from the specific switch states)
are its loss and speed of operation. Fibre integrated switches available at present
typically operate in one of two ways; optically active materials, or by mechanically
redirecting light.
Mechanically redirecting light using a Micro-Eectro-Mechanical System (MEMS) struc-
ture can offer a low loss of the order 0.1dB or better. The speed at which the mechanical
systems can move position and settle limit the achievable switching rate. In many in-
dustrial and telecommunication applications speed of fibre routing is not a critical
parameter; the available few KHz speeds are generally acceptable. Additionally it is
significantly easier to produce an add-drop type switch arrangement mechanically, but
significantly harder to produce the ’swap’ style 2 x 2 operation desired for the time
delay loop. It is worth noting that other delay structures comprising multiple single
pass loops of binary length multiples (and thus log resource scaling, like that shown in
4-3) can make use of add-drop switches.
The maximum rate of photon delivery from a delay loop based source is some integer
fraction of the switching speed of the optical delay. In order to deliver high photon rates
it is necessary to use a different switch technology capable of a much faster response.
Switches of this type are typically comprised of an optically active material that is
controlled by an electric field directly. At the time of purchase the Nanona (P/N
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Input Output Voltage Insertion Loss
1 2 0V 0.72dB
1 4 199V 0.98dB
3 4 0V 0.92dB
3 2 199V 1.02dB
Table 4.1: Insertion losses for the delay loop optical switch, measured in the directions
indicated for the four paths required. Note that the variation in loss creates a preferred
arrangement for splicing the loop.
FOS2200-3300) from Boston Applied Technologies was the fasted available fibre switch
with insertion loss of approximately 1dB.
According to manufacturer specifications the switch is capable of achieving a 1MHz
switching rate at 50% duty. It was determined that this was unlikely to be a true limit
of the switch capabilities, and more likely represented the limitations of the high voltage
drive amplifier. Driving the switch with a DG535 function generator, and monitoring
a laser passed through the switch with a fast photo-diode, a maximum switch rate of
9.61MHz was achieved (additional cooling for the amplifier was required). The highest
achieved speed was significantly less than the the repetition rate of the mode-locked
laser selected to drive the photon source, requiring a sub-multiple be used instead.
Before splicing the fibre loop onto the switch, the insertion loss was studied in each
state. For the case where Vpi was high, a fine adjustment of drive voltage was performed
to achieve minimum loss. All losses were checked as cut-back measurements where the
power is measured though the device under test, and then again ahead of the device by
cutting the optic fibre. The technique eliminates the repeatability problems associated
with coupling power into a fibre. Conversely capturing all of the light escaping from a
fibre core onto an integrating detector head is straightforward and has minimal impact
on the repeatability of results. Shown in Table 4.1 are the four insertion losses for the
optical switch. Noting that optical losses are generally direction independent; however
these losses were measured in the directions indicated, which are also the directions
later used in the loop multiplexing.
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Figure 4-8: Schematic representation of the Boston Applied Technologies nanona
switch. Ports 1 through 4 are 1m optical fibre pigtails of SMF28; port 5 is electri-
cal ground and is common to the casing of the switch; port 6 is control voltage input.
For this switch ports 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 are connected internally in the electrically
off state. When approximately 199V is applied to port 6 the optical connections are
reconfigured to 1 to 4 and 3 to 2. Table 4.1 surmises the relevant insertion losses
incurred.
To obtain an estimate for the maximum achievable switching bandwidth the charac-
teristics of the switch were first measured on an LCR bridge. The load was found
to be capacitive (around 50pF) with low ESR and very low leakage. Combining this
knowledge with the previously determined optimum operating point Vpi = 199 a step
response experiment was configured.
The supply from the high voltage amplifier was fed through a current limiting resistor
of 100KΩ to prevent a short circuit from loading the driver excessively. At the base of
the switch body, as close as possible to the terminals an SCR was soldered such that
in forward conduction the voltage across the switch would be forced to approximately
1V . The switch was charged to Vpi over a few seconds by placing the driver in con-
tinuous output, and subsequently shunted by triggering the SCR (manual operation).
The triggering produced a single clean and rapid discharge resetting the switch to off
position significantly faster than the implied rate provided by the manufacturer data.
By coupling some 1550nm CW laser light into the switch, and monitoring the light
in both output ports with photo-diodes onto a single shot oscilloscope capture, it was
determined that the commutation happened on a timescale faster than the photo-diode
bandwidth (35MHz, Thorlabs DET10C). It was subsequently determined that the high
voltage amplifier could be made to operate at up to 9.61MHz before reaching the point
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at which it could not sufficiently drive a 50pF dummy load, at this point the additional
power dissipated was sufficiently small that with additional cooling from a small fan,
the temperature could be maintained within acceptable limits.
4.7.2 Construction of the Loop Delay
The fibre delay loop is comprised of SMF28e; the length of fibre controls the delay
to photons stored in it. The exact length of fibre was calculated and re-wound from
an automated drum winder onto a reel. The reel provides mechanical strength and
constant tension. To finesse the length of the fibre to the desired length tolerance the
switch was spliced to one end of the delay and butt coupled to the opposing end such
that on the off state a continuous loop of fibre is produced.
A CW light source was attached to the remaining input port on the switch, and a fast
photo-diode connected to the output port. The butt coupled section was mounted to
a 3 axis micro-positioning stage to allow repeated re-alignment as needed. The same
stage is also used to cleave the fibre reliably by delivering axial tension to a single fibre,
which is then nicked by a sharp ruby. By taking great care to produce perfect cleaves to
the fibre, upon the correct length being found the fibre ends could be directly transfered
into the fusion splicer for permanent setting. Using this method takes account implicitly
of the unknown delay through the switch (due to pigtail length).
Using an external pulse generator a control pulse of laser light is generated by switching
the optical switch into the loop. After 50ns the laser was disabled electrically by the first
time delay of the pulse generator and the switch set to the closed position, however the
exact time of the pulse is not critical. After a further delay of approximately 700ns the
switch was reverted back to its initial state; delivering any remaining light in the loop
to the photo-diode. Upon reception the interval between subsequent rising edges of the
photo-diode contains 4 times the loop timing error. The process was run continuously
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by an advanced pulse generator (DG535) and recorded by an oscilloscope.
The specific APDs (as discussed previously) intended for single photon use have intrinsic
jitter of 300psRMS. Light in SMF28 with a velocity of approximately 0.7cvac. would take
approximately 63mm to develop an equivalent delay. With manipulation in increments
of approximately 3mm, the timing error of the delay can be made sufficiently small
that for use as a single storage bin, the error should not label subsequent delay bins.
After four passes of the loop the error in the measured delay is dominated by the
time resolving capability of the oscilloscope. Sampling at 4GHz (350MHz analog input
bandwidth) the oscilloscope capture can locate the 50% point of the relevant edge
within ±250ps, which gives ±63ps per cycle of the delay loop. The resolvable timing
difference is equivalent to 13.2mm of SMF28; significantly greater than the minimum
manually handleable length of 3mm. Including reading the oscilloscope the overall
timing error is estimated to be ±80p per passing of the delay loop.
4.7.3 Initial Verification Tests
After complete splicing of the loop a series of dummy experiments were performed with
bright light to verify the expected optical losses, lead-in and lead-out static delays, and
relative timing of the existing noise gate (shutter) with respect to the laser pulse train
signal. Due to the need for additional pulse picking, synchronization of the noise gate
was transfered to a new control signal with adjustable delay.
After all relevant time delays had been determined to within a bracket small enough
to be manually searched by remote control of the electronic delays, verification experi-
ments were performed with single photons. Correlation was found between signal and
idler for no loop delay, and cross correlation for the case with static delay.
An example of typical loop behavior can be seen in Figure 4-9 in which the switching of
an idler photon into the loop is seen, the periodic dump or reset pulse which switches the
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Figure 4-9: A time domain capture of loop behavior during verification. Yellow trace
indicates the loop switch control signal: when high, light is coupled into or out of
the loop (cross state). Green trace is the herald detector raw signal post input delay.
Shortly following the herald detection the loop is set to accept the idler photon; two
trips around the loop are then completed before the next periodic ’dump’ of the loop
contents switching them again into the output fibre on the fourth time bin.
contents of the loop to output is noticeably longer in duration with the herald induced
switching. The signal to empty the loop overlaps the final time window slightly to
prevent a brief glitch closing of the switch when the photon arrives in the penultimate
position. The herald detection has been delayed by 150ns in order to align with the
operation of the switch approximately 50ns before the arrival of the idler photon at
the switch.
4.8 Pump Laser Preparation
4.8.1 Spectral Qualities
The PCF photon sources used for multiplexing experiments are pumped by a Fianium
Femtolase FS-1060 mode locked fibre laser, Ytterbium doped fibre amplifier (YbDFA)
and pulse compressor. The output of the laser is a pulse close to 200fs in duration
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and repeating close to 10MHz. The output bandwidth of approximately 14nm is not
transform limited and is shaped characteristically by the self phase modulation in the
amplifier. In the interests of low noise the portions of the laser bandwidth unnecessary
for the desired phase matching are removed. For this a transmission grating monochro-
mator was used in a configuration with a single grating and a fold back mirror. By
adjusting the positions of a pair of knife blades on micrometer stages it is possible to
block portions of the spectrum from returning to the gating to be re-combined.
Ideally the fibre system would be spliced from the output of the fibre laser directly to
the input of the four wave mixing PCF, however the mismatch of laser properties with
desired pump properties, and the intention to have some control of output spectrum
have necessitated a free space optical portion in the system. The source used to generate
photons in this experiment was designed by Dr Francis-Jones; the specifications and
performance are described in his doctoral thesis [39] and in [38].
4.8.2 Pulse Frequency
In Section 4.7 the limitations on switching frequency are discussed. Notably since
the maximum frequency of optical switch operation is slower than the laser repetition
rate it would not be possible to use every pulse of the laser output. A free-space
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) was inserted between the monochromator output and
the polarization and power control optics. The unit used was a Brimrose FQM-80-20
unit and associated RF generator. In order to select every odd pulse a simple counter
divider was built from a 74HC74 dual D-flop to supply a 50% duty and half frequency
gate output. Since the laser in question did not provide a suitable synchronization
output a fast photo-diode was used to detect a small fraction of the laser output.
The AOM driver has a built in tone generator in addition to the amplifier, and is
arranged so that an external input can be mixed with the tone. Although the mixing
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products of the gate output and carrier would ordinarily pose a problem, in this case
the pulse of laser light is incident only during the times when the AOM is fully ’on’ and
fully ’off’ so that the laser is effectively diverted into two beams composed of odd and
even numbered pulses. A copy of the photo-diode signal required for this technique was
amplified and delivered to the control electronics as a reference signal to synchronize
the delay loop.
Two significant undesirable effects result from the use of the AOM in this manner. The
power delivered by the laser used here is subject to variation of several percent, this
results in the rising edge of the detected signal at the photo-diode varying in steepness
and so introducing variations in the exact time of triggering. This jitter is not present
on the optical pulse train, or at any rate to a much lesser degree. Secondly if for
whatever reason a pulse is missing, the divider can become out of step, having now
switched an odd number of times. The counter in the FPGA however keeps counting
and is now out of step with the optical pulse train, making switching operations occur
incorrectly at the moment of photon incidence on the switch. Care must be taken to
keep the loop controller and the AOM divider supplied with sufficient signal, if at any
time the signal level becomes marginal the synchronization is lost.
4.8.3 Power & Additional Optics
Laser output power was monitored for long term drift by a power meter placed on the
rejected beam of the polarizing power control optics. Additionally the rejected port
of the integrated wavelength multiplexers contains the majority of the input power
to the photon sources. In previous work performed with the sources performance
was monitored against the rejection power allowing some approximate operating point
adjustment, and a convenient input coupling monitor for initial coupling of the PCF.
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4.9 Noise Gating
Previous to the discussed experiment, two similar photon sources had been spatially
multiplexed together in the manner shown in Figure 4-1 and results published in [38].
During the course of the work it was found that a significant improvement was made
to delivery statistics by performing the spatial multiplexing with one source disabled.
The effect is due to the noise gating of the output mode caused by switching the output
to blocked when the source is not firing. A detailed discussion of the idea is presented
in [40].
Operation of the temporal multiplex is independent of any additional spatial multi-
plexing performed. During all previously discussed work an additional optical switch
between the photon source output and temporal multiplex input was spliced, insert-
ing a constant 1dB loss. The additional switch allowed two hybrid scenarios to be
explored by implementing noise gating (switching the photon source to output on each
herald with an appropriate delay) and spatial multiplexing (in which one of the two
near identical photon sources is selected as input to the temporal multiplex if it her-
alds) concurrently with temporal multiplexing. The arrangement prior to the temporal
multiplex is exactly that used in [39].
The presented loop data made use of the spatial multiplex in noise gating mode as it
was desirable to leave the sources undisturbed and spliced in their time aligned posi-
tions. Additionally the reduced noise offered by gating the idler makes time alignment
significantly easier due to the improved contrast in observed correlation rate when the
correct delay is achieved. Brief experiments were conducted with both spatial and
temporal multiplexing by pumping both photon sources, however the temporal loop
multiplex performance is dominated by its switching loss and performance did not
differ significantly for the effective improved initial photon source. To herald the ar-
rival of a photon at the loop a logical OR between the source heralds was performed
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Figure 4-10: In addition to the form of the loop multiplexing scheme presented in
Figure 4-2, a second spliced fibre optic switch is included in the idler output path.
The switch is used to either gate output photons against the herald to reduce noise
delivered in the output port [40]. Alternatively it can be used as the point at which
two source output modes could be spatially combined as in [38]. The control scheme
for the noise gate is implemented by the FPGA and is to pass the idler mode in a fixed
width window around the arrival of a herald photon. As with the other switch control
signals, an adjustable electronic delay was used to centre the noise gate window.
along with an additional channel of controllable delay to accommodate any difference
in length between the photon sources pre the spatial routing switch.
4.10 Temporal Multiplexing Results
The PCF photon source performance is known but varies significantly depending on
the operating point due to the noise power impacting heralding. The noise originates
from inner side band (unwanted) four wave mixing and was not completely removed
from the output; narrow band filters are not used in this source in order to exploit the
spectrally engineered output.
The primary technique for assessing temporal multiplex performance was as follows. At
every selected operating power level over a range, an integrated coincidence rate mea-
surement was taken with the multiplexing loop operating, and with the loop disabled
but physically still spliced in place. Any variation in source performance during the
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process was minimized by performing the measurements in succession several times.
By comparing the coincidence rate of delivered photons with and without the loop
operational, the effective contribution of the first of the four time bins (the disabled
loop effectively selects a fixed delay which corresponds to correct timing for 25% of the
heralded events) to the total contribution of all time bins was compared (however the
other time bins have been subject to extra losses).
Another secondary technique used to quickly quantify performance was to create a
histogram of heralding times versus idler arrivals. A histogram was produced using
the time averaged oscilloscope trace of the herald events, triggered on the detection
of an idler photon. In each trigger case (for each idler photon observed) the relative
position in time of the corresponding herald event (measured as the rising edge position
of the respective output pulses) is recorded by the oscilloscope. By averaging multiple
traces the relative frequency of a herald at a particular prior time being coincident with
output of a photon is approximated.
The histogram method as described is not ideal, as any uncorrelated light (i.e. ac-
cidental cross correlation) is not quantified, and so the histogram trace cannot be
straightforwardly normalized. While this limitation prevents a meaningful quantitative
measurement, during alignment and adjustment of timings the oscilloscope histogram
proved an invaluable intuitive tool. Shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 are typical exam-
ples of what such a histogram looks like; first with the loop disabled, and then with
the loop operational. This method does not quantify the contribution from each time
bin directly, but rather demonstrates the change in relative timings caused by the loop
action.
To explore more quantitatively the contribution to the final output from each time bin
a correlation counting experiment was performed. The FPGA was configured to only
produce an output herald signal at the appropriate time for detection if the herald
event occurred during a specifically selected time bin. By muting the herald for all but
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Figure 4-11: Oscilloscope histogram formed from the time averaged trace triggered
by the arrival of an idler photon. The pink trace is high when the FPGA indicates
a photon should be exiting the delay loop, however in this case the loop is disabled
and so the FPGA output is not co-timed with the actual idler photon. It can be seen
that output events (where the pink signal is produced) are approximately as frequent
from the four distinct time bins. Conversely a histogram could have been performed
by triggering on each herald and plotting the arrival times of the idler, however due to
the low frequency of idler events it would be problematic to average traces triggered in
this manner.
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Figure 4-12: Scope histogram produced in the same manner as for example 4-11, how-
ever here the loop switch has been enabled. It can be seen that a single time delay
relative to the idler is heralded significantly more frequently than before. Ideally only
a single bar would be seen here, however some generated heralds from the FPGA and
idlers are not aligned. Note that noise in the idler detector should not correlate with
the generated herald; the second slightly smaller bar is probably due to marginal or
incorrect behavior of the loop.
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the selected time bin, and otherwise behaving as before, the contribution to the total
count rate from each bin was observed.
It must be considered that selectively disabling the herald signal not only prevents
counting of photons from the correlated process of pair generation, but actually also
reduces the cross correlation accidental counts. Uncorrelated noise is delayed and
attenuated in exactly the same manner as the idler photon; at no time is it possible to
present a photon from pair generation with a given attenuation, at the same time as
noise which has experienced a different delay or attenuation. It is assumed therefore
that the usual estimate of expected cross correlation for the observed raw herald and
idler count rates are valid.
Expected cross correlations per second divided by the observed coincidence rate is the
probability that a coincidence event was generated by the correlated process and not
noise. Cross correlation of noise is usually termed accidental counts, giving rise to the
coincidence to accidental ratio figure of merit.
Where a coincidence to accidental ratio (CAR) is used to qualify performance, the
estimated accidental counts are additionally confirmed by intentionally delaying the
arrival of herald signals such that no coincidences from the correlated process can
be observed. The remaining coincidence count rate is due to the accidental cross
correlation alone. Where a pulsed laser is used it is insufficient to offset the time by
a small amount as noise power is strongly correlated with the laser pulse. In order to
correctly observe the cross correlation the coincidence is measured between herald and
idler on produced on consecutive laser pulses.
Contributions to the output mode from each time bin are found by selectively gating
the herald output to only fire on a particular bin within each cycle. The proportion of
the total output as a fraction of the un-gated heralded output is shown in Figure 4.2.
Although 200ns are required to propagate around the loop the usable time window
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while the switch is not transitioning is significantly shorter. The widths of the usable
portion of the time bins were observed by advancing or delaying the switch operation
relative to the laser pulse train while observing the loss of counts that occurs when
the photon is entering during the switch transition. The slight reduction in the time
window for bin 4 is an artifact of the reset logic and is inconsequential to the operation
of the source since the photon duration is much shorter than any of the usable bin
widths.
The coincidence counts are measured at different input pump power are contrasted
against the cross correlation (accidental ratio). Shown in Figure 4-13 the cross corre-
lation rates are plotted against the heralded photon delivery rate (coincidence counts)
for the cases where the temporal multiplexing loop switch is enabled or disabled; No
other factors being varied between taking the data with and without the loop. The
delivery rate for a given cross correlation is seen to be improved by a significant factor
when the temporal multiplexing is applied. The data shown in Figures 4-13 and 4-14
(which show the same dataset) is also published in [44] and was collected as a series of
integrations at each power level and configuration.
The probability of the output bin being occupied as a function of the correlation counts
has variable improvement as shown in Figure 4-14 when the temporal multiplex loop is
enabled, with a peak improvement factor of approximately 1.45. For identical delivery
probability, when the temporal multiplexing loop is enabled the delivered photons are
associated with a lower heralding rate indicating a lower noise. For a given herald rate,
a greater proportion of the heralded events are successful photon deliveries with the
temporal multiplexing applied.
The improvement factor observed is clearly significantly below the theoretical max-
imum fourfold improvement attainable by combining four time bins. The result is
however significant when considered in the context of multiple photon delivery as per
the discussions in Section 4.4, in which an exponential improvement in joint delivery
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Table 4.2: Contributions to output from each time bin. Although 200ns are required
to propagate the loop, the usable time window while the switch is not transitioning
is significantly shorter. The widths of the time bins were observed by advancing or
delaying the switch operation relative to the laser pulse train, and observing the loss of
counts when the photon is entering during the switch transition. The slight reduction
in the time window for bin 4 is an artifact of the reset logic and is inconsequential to
the operation of the source.
probability from a collection of sources is shown for any increase in single source deliv-
ery probability. The relative multiplexing concepts discussed previously imply that a
further increase in improvement factor may be expected when this source is operated
as part of a collection; the mean loss applied per delivered photon is lower if any events
take place where photons are jointly released from the delay earlier than the final time
bin.
4.11 Summary
The temporal multiplexing loop constructed clearly has a modest impact on the emis-
sion statistics of the photon source. Other photon sources constructed in different
ways and with different spectral parameters can outperform the best photon delivery
statistics demonstrated here, however the specific performance is less significant than
the demonstrated ability to change emission statistics independently of other source
parameters.
The performance of a heralded photon source becomes important when we desire a
large collection of sources to mutually fire. In future quantum information processing
endeavors based around photon qubits the number of simultaneously deliverable qubits
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Figure 4-13: The coincidence counts measured at different input pump power are pre-
sented against the cross correlation (the ratio of correlations to expected accidental
counts) for two configurations. Average accidental correlation counts are predicted as
the product of the herald detection rate, idler detection rate and twice the coincidence
window; the number of expected simultaneous events if the inputs are uncorrelated.
Black represents source performance with the loop optics spliced in but not opera-
tional. The blue data are the same operating points with the loop switch enabled.
No other factors were varied between taking the data with and without the temporal
multiplex. The delivery rate for a given cross correlation (noise) contribution is seen to
be improved by a significant factor. The data shown is also published in [44], and was
collected as a series of integrations at each power level and configuration over 300s.
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Figure 4-14: For the same data collected and shown in Figure 4-13 and following the
analysis presented in [44] we can calculate the probability of the output bin being
occupied as the ratio of the correlation counts observed to the fixed number of bins per
second, and plot it against the heralding rate. Here we see a variable improvement in
occupation probability when the multiplex loop is enabled, and a peak improvement
factor of approximately 1.45. For identical delivery probability, with the loop enabled
(blue) the delivered photons are associated with a lower heralding rate, indicating a
lower noise; conversely for a given herald rate, a greater proportion of the heralded
events are successful photon deliveries.
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is a critical parameter. A small improvement in delivery rate without an associated
increase in either noise or multi photon pulses, has potential to have an exponential
improvement on the probability of a group of sources firing together.
Further the use of only a single switching element regardless of the number of tem-
poral bins represents an independent scaling of resources with the number of sources
employed. Other contemporary temporal schemes such as [49] and [50] do not scale
linearly. Implementing the recycling loop in an integrated fibre optic architecture fur-
ther reinforces the practical scalability of the demonstrated system, and the inherent
compatibility with photonic crystal fibre and associated wide variety of phase matching.
Despite the modest practical success demonstrated, the significant optical loss of the
chosen integrated fibre optic switch limits the practical usefulness of such a scheme.
In future technological developments a lower loss switch may be available, however
the market demand at present is limited by the availability of low loss but slower
MEMS devices which are adequate for most telecommunications purposes. Free space
temporal multiplexing such as the recent work by Kaneda [51] achieve vastly improved
performance owing to the low switching losses attainable, however the practicality of
producing a collection of identical sources is unknown. Producing a long precise optical
delay in free space, in a compact robust manner is not trivial, as it is in optical fibre.
Construction of near identical temporal loop multiplexing sources is practical and
straightforward provided photonic crystal fibre with sufficiently similar four wave mix-
ing joint spectral amplitudes is available; the PCF being the only significant non-
standard element used in the source.
The relative temporal multiplexing made possible by sharing storage loop occupation
state information between temporally multiplexed sources was not demonstrated. The
improvements possible by this technique are clearly of greater importance where high
losses are present. If for the desired operating speed, the available switch losses are a
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significant component of the total loss, relative multiplexing may be exploitable. The fi-
bre integrated architecture presented would at present be greatly aided in simultaneous
delivery probability between sources by employing this technique.
Overall this work has demonstrated a modest improvement in delivered photon statis-
tics via a practical implementation of temporal multiplexing, in a fibre architecture,




Random Walk of Single Photons
in a Multi-core Optical Fibre
5.1 Introduction
Quantum information processing can be accomplished with many physical systems as
noted in Section 1.1. The goal of applying quantum information processing is to use
an experimentally accessible quantum system to model either another less accessible
system, or some other abstract mathematical system. This can be accomplished by
preparing a model system that is isomorphic with the system of interest, and subse-
quently making observations about the behaviour of the model system. With suitable
choice of basis to represent the quantum information to be processed, a scheme that
maps realizable operations to the abstract operations desired can be found. For example
a singe qubit might be represented by photons in a polarization mode basis containing
two eigenvectors |H〉 and |V 〉, where preparation and measurement operations can be
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realized using a polarizing filter.
In the KLM [13] scheme known also as Linear Optical Quantum Computing (LOQC)
a universal set of operations are mapped onto linear optical elements; the only addi-
tional resources being the single photon sources and detectors. Although it is a non
deterministic scheme, that is the sucess of an opperation or gate is probabilistic and
independent, it offers a practical way to implement photonic computing, and can be
improved to near deterministic operation with the use of a sufficiently many entangled
ancilla states. Since all operations are linear we can simplify the discussion of apparatus
to the implementation of an arbitrary unitary matrix describing the operation, applied
in terms of the optical modes used as a basis. Photonic qubits are passed through this
unitary and then sampled by detectors; results are then post selected when the gates
function as desired. In practice such unitary operations may be implemented by beam
splitters, mirrors, and phase delays, however the specific form of the unitary operations
need only be able to realize all opperations (rotations) in the Bloch sphere.
System efficiency is intricately related to the practical implementation. Consider for
example that although there are a very large number of ways to implement an interfer-
ometer, often a particular arrangement is preferred. Implementations of unitaries may
be constructed as an arrangement of optical elements that is somewhat isomorphic to
the operation being carried out; consisting of the minimum number of carefully cho-
sen parts. An approach like this will result in the best performance trade offs for the
specific unitary and is likely also to be the most compact.
A statically programmed optical system is undoubtedly a required first step towards
general quantum processing, however it is desirable to be able to modify the unitary
arbitrarily during runtime. A philosophical point of note here is that a large number
of computational problems which we may want to solve using quantum processing al-
gorithms can be grouped by the type of operations they require. For example a great
many algorithms are built upon the Fourier transform, and so by efficiently implement-
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ing the transform, we can reproduce a whole class of derivative algorithms. Likewise
for the popular classical statistical mechanics technique of Monte Carlo simulation,
the core principle enables many further algorithms. If we can structure the optical
implementation of the unitary transform in a manner isomorphic to a core algorith-
mic structure found in a class of problems, we can make use of the wealth of existing
algorithms upon a common quantum processing structure.
One particular computational paradigm that has successfully been re-cast into the
quantum domain is the ’random walk’. A random walk is as the name suggests a
chain of states, in which the next position in phase space is dependent on the previous
state and some random element. Structures of this type are used to model stochas-
tic processes like financial markets and chemical reactions, to model connectivity in
networks, and in Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation, to name only a few
key examples. A quantum random walk is one in which the random walk state is not
measured at every step, this allows a superposition state to be formed at any point
where the outcome is probabilistic. By superposing the outcomes of each step of the
random walk, the available Hilbert space is rapidly explored; all walk pathways up
to the number of steps (or the point in a continuous time scheme where the walk is
terminated) are simultaneously part of the output state. Upon measurement naturally
the state will be found projected into one particular eigenstate.
As an example of a computational problem that can be solved by a quantum random
walk in sub exponential time, and where no classical sub exponential solution exists, we
can consider the problem presented by Childs et. al. in 2002 [52] as follows. We wish
to traverse some graph algorithmically from the ENTRANCE to the EXIT node with
the aid of an oracle which can inform us the unique names of connected nodes to the
current one, and also the name of the EXIT node so that we can identify the goal when
reached. The graphs to be considered are dual binary trees of depth n. The entrance
and exit nodes are the root nodes of the two trees; each tree having 2n leaf nodes after
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n generations. The two trees are joined to one another by randomly chosen leaf node
pairs, one chosen from each tree. It is important that edges are added until every leaf
node has three edges attached. This homogeneity in the coordination number of every
node thwarts a classical polynomial algorithm from finding a node with only two edges
and working from it towards the exit (the point at which a wrong turn occurred can
be inferred by the number of steps before return to another node with only two edges).
A quantum walk explores the graph in sub exponential time, faster than any classical
search. This is proved rigorously to be always faster than any classical algorithm by
Childs [52] and is a relatively involved problem. The graph edges are coloured such
than no node has two edges the same colour, and the oracle operates by providing the
name of a connected node, given an edge colour and the name of the current node. The
problem is solved efficiently by a breaking the general unitary into separate unitaries
for each colour, which the authors go on to demonstrate can be used to simulate the
evolution with only polynomial calls to the oracle.
5.1.1 Discrete Quantum Walks
A quantum walk in discrete time (or discrete steps) can easily be partitioned by the
two key ideas that define the walk, namely the walk space and the coin space. The
state space in which a walk progresses is the Hilbert space spanned by the displacement
or shift operators for the walk. Starting from some initial state, the next state in the
walk is reached by applying one of the shift operators. The walk Hilbert space is the
state space reachable using combinations of the shift operators. The space may or may
not be infinite; a trivial case to consider is the infinite discrete one dimensional space
accessed by increment and decrement shift operators.
At each step of the discrete time quantum walk, shift operators are applied to the
present state. The choice of which shift operator to employ is controlled by the so
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called coin operator (in reference to a coin flip used to pick a direction in a classical
random walk) which applies a weighted superposition of displacement operators. The
input state is propagated by weighted amplitudes of each shift operator; this can be
a simple symmetric and invariant weighting, or more complex time dependent and
biased.
Consider the one dimensional state space {|n ∈ Z〉} which we shall call Hwalk and
assume that we start the walk at |0〉. Two shift operators are required to span all of
the available space, specifically increment and decrement. Alternatively we can define
a single operator which changes the applied operation depending on the state of the
coin state ancilla that can be acted on by the aforementioned coin operator.
Dˆ|n,H〉 → |n− 1, H〉 (5.1)
Dˆ|n, T 〉 → |n+ 1, T 〉 (5.2)
Where Dˆ is the displacement or shift operator on the extended space formed from the
previously defined walk space and the coin space Hcoin with only two possible states
{|H〉, |T 〉} labeled heads and tails here to avoid confusion.
Htotal = Hwalk ⊗Hcoin (5.3)
States of the total space will now include both labels and can be acted upon by equations
5.1.1 and 5.1.1. An operator must be chosen to randomly flip the coin as per a classical
random walk, or to place the coin in a superposition of the H and T states. We apply
an unbiased coin known as the Hadamard operator which takes the same form as per
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By successive application of Uˆ followed by Dˆ we can propagate one step of the quantum
random walk. For convenience we can compose the two operators together to form a
walk operator Wˆ = DˆUˆ and define the walk state after n steps as,
|ϕn〉 = Wˆn|ϕ0〉. (5.7)
5.1.2 Continuous Time Quantum Walks
Continuous time quantum walks can be considered as continuous evolution of a Schrodinger-
picture Hamiltonian on a discrete graph. It is noteworthy that the philosophical concept
of a walk applies to the discrete space that is traversed, rather than the actual quantum
system which can be either discrete or continuous evolution.
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The paradigm for continuous quantum walks can be easily understood as follows; prob-
lems of interest are represented (or the problem space is) by a mathematical group.
The group is composed of a set of elements which represent some quantity of inter-
est such as valid points in state space, or the allowed operators acting on some other
space, etc. along with a group operator (typically composition) by which elements can
interact to produce further elements of the group. Since a group must be closed to be
considered valid, all elements must be reachable by some combination of other elements
of the group. A subset of the elements called the generator set is the minimum set of
elements from which, by successive group operator applications, all remaining group
elements can be reached. For example all integer valued three dimensional Cartesian
vectors can be produced by the Cartesian unit vectors (the three generator elements)
under addition.
A group has a corresponding Cayley graph which represents it. A group is a precisely
defined mathematical object, but does not explicitly demonstrate its underlying struc-
ture; it is a set of rules in which a structure can be discovered. A graph on the other
hand is an explicit structure; specifically the canonical Cayley graph is n-regular where
there are n elements in the generating set. It is readily seen that the Cayley graph
must contain all possible routes through the group, that is, at every vertex the edges
represent application of the group operation with each of the generators. Note that
the other well known structures such as Markov chains would be contained within the
Cayley graph.
A physical system that is able to implement the graph is constructed, and the graph
traversed by either a quantum or a stochastic walker. What exactly is considered
a solution depends on how the original group was part of the algorithm of interest.
For example a group might represent a some abstract problem space, and the shortest
route between two points might be a typical solution. The unusual statistics of quantum
mechanics allow the graph to be traversed rapidly, but in exchange for a complicated
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final readout in which only an eigenstate can be measured. If in some number of runs
the quantum walker can sufficiently identify the solution, before a brute force search
or classical random walk, then there is said to be quantum advantage.
Implementing a quantum walk optically could be viewed as any other LOQC program,
that is a quantum walk can be resolved into a series of optical gates. However we could
also consider the walk Hamiltonian (as is argued to be the case in the example given)
to be of the form of the adjacency matrix for the graph walked. Such an isomorphic
treatment leads us to consider optical systems that display the same dynamics, i.e those
in which the probability of a move being made to an adjacent graph site is modeled
with the coupling of photons between modes using beam splitters.
Physical implementation of a series of optical couplings in a laboratory condition has
been explored extensively with free space and guided mode optics. In the schemes
where one optical mode represents one node in the graph, the couplings, wave plates,
and phase delays must be arranged to match the graph adjacency which is trivial for
some graphs and difficult for others.
5.1.3 Implementing a Quantum Random Walk in Fibre
An optical fibre core capable of supporting only a single mode of excitation can repre-
sent a node in a graph. The position within the walk being represented by occupation
of the relevant optical mode by a photon. A photon present in the mode can transfer
to other modes by couplings to adjacent cores. If the cores are weakly guiding the
evanescent field extends a significant distance outside the core. If the evanescent field
impinges upon another core some amplitude can be transferred, and where the cores are
similar, transferred amplitude will coherently combine, effectively causing the photon
to couple from one mode to the other. In the typical materials used for commercial op-
tic fibre (glasses) there are no distinguishing directions, thus the coupling rate between
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two adjacent cores is dominated (exponentially so) by the separation alone.
If similar cores are arranged together in a pattern, and allow a photon to move ampli-
tude amongst them, a quantum walk should be possible. The mechanical and geometric
limitations of fibre fabrication provide three obvious choices for core arrangements as
shown in Figure 5-1. The simple line (and by extension a ring) should be perfectly
possible, and represents an underlying graph with a single generator. A two dimen-
sional grid of points is possible (with finite extent) and represents a graph with two
generators, unfortunately as the graph is not infinite in extent care must be taken; if
propagation is stopped before amplitude reaches the outermost cores the implementa-
tion approximates the ideal graph. Other behavior beyond the point where the graph
has effectively non-uniform coordination is interesting, but not a Cayley graph. A third
kind of arrangement is a tree or star formation where branching occurs, again this can
exhibit quasi-ideal behavior if stopped before the boundary comes into play, however
the fractal like graph becomes rapidly unmanageable to physically implement beyond
a few branchings.
5.2 Prior Published Work
Implementing a quantum walk in an photonic system is a well established concept; a
review of the topic is provided by Grafe et al. [53]; no attempt is made here to discuss
all relevant previous work. The work presented in this thesis represents the first steps
towards implementing a photonic quantum walk in a multi-core optical fibre, through
verification of the interference of single photons.
Notable implementations of quantum walks include the discrete time walks that have
been produced by Silberhorn’s group [54],[55],[56] in which a photon walks on a discreet
line graph of time displacements by circulating around a loop in which a coin (polariza-
tion) and displacement operation (a polarization dependent delay path) are controlled
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Figure 5-1: Four possible core arrangements on a triangular lattice for a multi-core
quantum walk fibre. Arrangement A is as implemented in this work; B shows an
implementation of a walk on a branched line (note that with a larger fibre the arms
could be folded to compactly implement a longer walk); In C we have a ring representing
a walk in one dimension with cyclic boundary conditions; Finally in D we implement a
uniformly coordinated walk with three adjacent cores, as noted previously the fractal
like nature of such walks is difficult to implement in fibre beyond a few repeat units.
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electro-optically. Quantum walks in quasi two dimensions have been implemented as
small displacements in time equivalent to one axis, and larger increments or decrements
in time as another effective axis. The system being constructed by allowing the walker
to take one of four different paths on each iteration of the loop [57].
Schemes more similar to the proposed multi-core optic fibre implementation, based
around waveguide coupling have been demonstrated by several groups. Networks of
two port waveguide couplers implemented by Fabio Sciarrino’s group created by laser
inscription have successfully implemented quantum walks [58],[59] and boson sampling
[60].
Inscribed waveguides arrays like those produced by Nolte [61], in a ring by Owens
[62], or Poulios [63] in a ’swiss cross shaped’ arrangement, and similar such works
demonstrate the flexibility to produce a bespoke physical implementation to match the
walk to be investigated. Other processes such as lithography can be used in a similar
manner to achieve bespoke arrays of waveguides from to as done in [64] [65].
Interference between modes within a single core, but multi mode optical fibre has
been explored by Defienne et al [66] in which photons pairs were were addressed with
spatial light modulators into multiple modes of a multi-mode fibre. Correlations were
subsequently counted between points in the resulting multi-mode output pattern, and
the two photon transfer function inferred.
5.3 Fibre Fabrication and Design Constraints
The proposed multi-core fibre scheme offers some advantages and disadvantages when
contrasted with the implementations published. The relative ease of creating a large
number of similar optical cores with low loss in a fibre architecture allows large numbers
of modes to be harnessed. The single mode nature of each core greatly simplifies readout
after the walk, as each specific mode can be coupled repeatably and with low loss, to the
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detection system. Due to the stack and draw fabrication process some arrangements
are preferred over others; only arrangements that can be created on a triangular lattice
are reliably achievable, limiting the practical structures to a 2D array on the triangular
lattice, and linear arrays.
Longer structures are readily produced in optical fibre which would be impractical
for wafer processes or inscription. The ability to make walks long and core to core
coupling rates low may potentially facilitate the use of a control interaction such as
counter propagating cross phase modulation pulses to control or modify the progress
of the walk.
The multi core fibre must not only fulfill the basic requirements for its purpose as a
quantum walk implementation in the form of homogeneous couping strength and core
sizes. But in order to be practically integrated with laboratory equipment the fibre
must also remain compatible with standard optical parts used in conjunction with it.
The photon source selected for qualifying the fibre based approach to quantum walks is
the previously discussed collinear β-BBO source operating at 810nm shown in Figure
2-7.
Light collected from the source is coupled into industry standard SM800 fibre with a
core diameter of 4µm core and 125µm outer diameter. In order to simplify the various
coupling methods between SM800 and the walk multi-core fibre, both were desired to
have as similar a core as possible. The similarity is particularly useful for butt-coupling
fibres together, but is also convenient for coupling with 1-to-1 relay lens configurations.
Overall fibre outer diameter for the multi core fibre is not important since there is
no intention to splice pieces of walk fibre together. In order to use existing cleaving
tools, coupling and micro-positioning stages, and to remain within the typical operation
region of the fibre pulling tower parameters (for which a wealth of prior experience
exists) a fibre outer diameter close to standard, and not more than 300µm is targeted.
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5.3.1 Core to Core Coupling
Coupling between cores can be considered from the classical view of Maxwell’s equations
with weak (dielectric) guiding. Within the core an oscillatory spatial mode profile in
the form of a Bessel function is found. At the boundary only the real part of the
solution remains and takes the form of a decaying exponential. The decaying field is
asymptotic to zero. If another fibre core (or any guiding region) is brought into the
evanescent field, some amplitude can couple to the core where it will once again take
on an oscillatory form.
We note that the coupling is reversible and light can couple in either direction at the
same rate. The coupling strength between two cores depends on the overlap of the
evanescent field with the accepting core, clearly this is exponentially dependent on
separation. The sensitivity to separation poses a problem for practical fibre fabrication
in which small variations in fibre parameters are to be expected. Care is needed in
fabrication to produce as symmetric a stack as possible with minimum distortion during
fibre pulling. The mean coupling strength is dependent on the overall fibre scale,
allowing a parametric sweep over outer diameter, producing couplings that vary in
strength. Since we require a short piece of multi-core fibre (in order to repeatably use
the fibre segment on the optical bench) we can vary mean coupling strength to generate
a coupling length (the length of fibre propagated through for one complete coupling)
that is compatible with the mechanics of experimental work.
For the case considered here with only single fibre modes in symmetric circular cores of
clad parabolic graded refractive index, the approximate coupling strength was known
implicitly from previous experiments with multi-core fibres [67]. In addition the overlap
integral in one dimension was calculated using the analytic solutions provided by Snyder
and Love [68]. The coupling rate is proportional to the mode field overlap between
modes guided in adjacent cores; full closed form solutions for the clad graded power
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law index profile are not available, but are known to exponentially reduce overlap with
separation as is the case with step index profiles. A detailed analysis and numeric
simulation of coupling was not performed beyond an approximation to the nearest half
micron; the raw stock materials for producing graded fibre cores (MCVD fused silica
with Ge doping) were highly elliptical as-provided from supplier. The circularity was
restored in the first drawing operation, however an exact measurement of the core
properties was not available prior to starting drawing. In any case the overall fibre
scale can be adjusted to compensate for undesirable coupling rates.
5.3.2 Muti-Core Design
The design chosen to fabricate first was a simple grid of cores, as detailed in Figure 5-2.
The basic design concept is a close packed arrangement of rods, each containing a single
central doped core region. The voids between the close packed rods will be removed by
a vacuum while the glass is in its viscous regime. Some distortion is therefore expected
which may be compensated for if deemed necessary. The distortion is symmetric on
all core rods except those at the stack boundary, for this reason a sacrificial layer of
solid rods containing no core are placed around the complete stack in order to provide
a distortion symmetric about the outermost core rods.
Additional space between the inner wall of the stack jacketing tube which surrounds
and supports the stacked rods during drawing is taken up by packing rods; with the
correct tolerance of fit a combination of jamming friction and static charge hold the
inner stack in position firmly. The stress induced by distortion is discussed later in
5.3.8, however from prior glass drawing experience the distortion is expected to be
sufficiently small that no additional mitigation will be required. Additionally for the
design in question we require similarity between cores, but do not require a specific
dispersion, nor to a significant tolerance, mode size.
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Figure 5-2: The arrangement of glass elements in the form of a stack to be subsequently
drawn to a reduced diameter solid cane. Yellow circles represent the core containing
rods that have been pre-jacketed to produce the desired coupling when close packed.
Lilac circles of identical size represent rods of solid fused silica which act as a mechanical
layer to reduce distortion during drawing; note that all core rods have equivalent air
space remaining between them, ensure the outer ring of cores does not distort differently
than the innermost cores. Four further packing rods denoted in shades of green a
added to further reduce the expected distortion by reducing air space and improving
homogeneity of air space radially.
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Due to the specifications of the available stock of germanium doped glass a pre-draw
was necessary. The germania is produced by Molecular Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MCVD) on the inside of a heated fused silica tube. By altering the constituent gases
flowing through the tube a gradual modification of refractive index is produced. The
doping profile in quasi-parabolic form is convenient both optically for inter modal
dispersion as shown in [69] [70] and mechanically, since the germanium doping produces
large stresses between the layers subsequently built up. Eventually the tube wall is
maximally thick and the remaining space is removed by vacuum; collapsing the tube
into a solid rod.
The rod available for this work was doped such that the peak refractive index is 0.031
above that of fused silica, and is shaped as an inverted truncated parabola with expo-
nent 2.22. The collapse of the tube into a rod in this case left the final cross section
slightly oval, and with only a small layer of un-doped fused silica before the parabola
starts. At 31mm diameter the rod contains a large amount of doped material which
must be first drawn down to a thin rod and jacketed with un-doped silica to form an
optic fibre.
In a conventional fibre the cladding is made as thick as necessary such that when the
rod is drawn down to fibre the external diameter is 125µm and the core is appropriately
sized for the intended purpose. The exact jacketing ratio of core material to fused silica
cladding determines the core separation to size ratio when two rods are stacked next
to one another.
A summary of the specific glass elements draw are given in Table 5.1 for the preparatory
stage in which a fibre cane is produced. After a cane is produced the draw down to
fibre is only significant if an overall outer diameter is targeted. In this case once cane
was produced, a fixed further draw down was required to bring the cores to appropriate
size. Additional glass tubes were selected to jacket the cane to produce a convenient
outer diameter for handling, however this step was not design critical and was repeated
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Glass Element Inner Diameter Outer Diameter
Germania MCVD Rod 23.9mm doped 31.1mm
Circularized Germania - 4.1mm
Core Jacket Tube 4.2mm 10.0mm
Preform Jacket Tube 12.05mm 14mm
Core Rod solid Preform Jacket ID /9− 1.5µm
Dummy Core solid Preform Jacket ID /9− 1.5µm
Packing Rod 1 solid glass 0.670∗Core Rod
Packing Rod 2 solid glass 0.495∗Core Rod
Packing Rod 3 solid glass 0.458∗Core Rod
Packing Rod 4 solid glass 0.390∗Core Rod
Table 5.1: Glass elements used in fibre cane production. The upper table section lists
the raw glass stock which was subsequently drawn from; the lower section details the
relative sizes of the elements required to produce the planned design. The specific stack
element sizes were drawn to match the individual jacketing tube in appropriate ratios
in order to control the fit to the desired tolerance. Only the initial stage in which
the raw MCVD Germania rod was drawn circular and jacketed have a significance for
final core coupling rates; the core size to separation ratio of 0.304 is fixed by the initial
jacketing ratio.
on several drawing sessions, each time with similar but not strictly specified tubes.
5.3.3 Fabrication Process for Fibre
Glass fibre is produced industrially and for research by hot drawing a glass preform.
The fused silica used for most industrial fibre and the research fibre presented here is
melted in a cylindrical and open electric furnace under a protective atmosphere. While
the glass is viscous in the furnace hot zone it is pulled downward by a continuous
drawing force provided by a motorized capstan, In order to balance mass flow in and
out of the hot zone the preform material is lowered inwards continually by a linear
actuator or precision crane.
The thin fibre cools rapidly after leaving the furnace along a few meters of length, such
that at the point where it is being wound it is cool enough for handling. Microscopic
defects, cracks, and soluble organics would rapidly degrade the strength of the fibre if
they were allowed in contact. The procedure is performed in a clean-room environment,
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and a ultraviolet cured liquid plastic coating is applied while the fibre is in transit to the
capstan. In this way the glass surface makes contact with nothing except the protective
coating material.
The draw down process is ostensibly simple to model by conserving glass volume in
and out of the furnace. The shape of the draw down region due to viscous forces, the
conductivity of the material and heating power, shielding gas flow cooling effects, and
structure within the preform make drawing from a numeric model impractical. As a
first approximation the draw-down ratios are applied, however the subsequent recipe is
rapidly improved by trial drawing. Research fibre drawing towers are not standardized
in their behavior or features, making experimental drawing necessary.
A conventional telecommunication fibre is produced from a preform which contains an
identical refractive index profile to the final design, typically this is an MCVD grown
glass with varying constituents throughout the radial coordinate. The solid preform of
this type best approximates the ideal drawing of one solid rod into another thinner rod.
For multi core fibres and fibres containing air holes there are additional preparation
stages required to produce the complex preform, typically a stack of individual simple
rods is fused together to produce a cane of partially pre-drawn preform, which can
subsequently be handled as a single rod of preform material. Some commercial telecoms
fibres incorporate stress rods which are inserted into holes withing the preform, however
the disparate melting temperatures of the glasses make a cane stage redundant, as the
final structure will be dominated by the draw down of the more viscous glass.
5.3.4 Forming Rods
High purity F300 glass rod and tube were drawn to the sizes required on a tower similar
to the fibre drawing tower, in which the capstan is replaced with a set of belt drives
that centre about the drawing axis and are pneumatically loaded to grip and draw the
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rod. Due to the relatively high volume of glass throughput and limited furnace power,
the process is slow by comparison to fibre drawing. Rates as low as 50mm/min were
required to draw the largest elements to size.
Where a rod is re-jacketed in this step, it is fitted within an appropriate jacketing
tube such that the final core and cladding radii are in the desired ratio. At one end
of the concentric rods heat is applied by a brief furnace operation or by a hand held
Oxy-Hydrogen torch sealing the tube to the inner rod. A brass vacuum collar with
rubber o-rings is fitted tightly over the jacket tube, which has a small hole ground into
it beneath the seating point for the collar. A vacuum can be drawn in the annular
airspace between rod and tube during drawing, collapsing the jacket glass onto the rod
as it enters the furnace hot zone.
Rods are flexible but not coil-able and so are trimmed to standard lengths similar to
the raw tube stock sizes selected for later stages of the operation. Rods are then packed
in an inert atmosphere bag ready for future use in a stacked design.
5.3.5 Stacking the Preform
A wide variety of designs can be formed from triangular or square stacked rods. The
final shape of air holes may be inflated artificially or removed by vacuum, allowing a
very wide range of possible final fibre cross-sections from similar simple stacking.
As an aid a jig is used to maintain alignment of the elements, consisting of eight guide
blocks cut at 60 deg angles and aligned on a linear rail system. A completed stack is
bound with copper wire which is easy to work with due to its softness, but sufficiently
strong to hold together the stack. The entire stack is slid into a jacket tube removing
the copper ties progressively as it is inserted. If this step is completed correctly the
stack will be sufficiently constrained such that no elements re-arrange, and also no
excessive twist is introduced.
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Further thinner rods are now inserted to take up space where the discontinuity between
hexagonal stack and circular inner bore meet. The tolerance of fit is typically around
100µm which will rigidly lock the stack by friction to the extent it cannot be tipped
out of the jacketing tube. An example of the completed stack is shown in figure 5-3.
5.3.6 Drawing Cane
Drawing the stack to cane is performed in a manner similar to the drawing of simple
rods, with the addition of a vacuum collapse of the interstitial space. As discussed
in Section 5-5, planning for the interstitial collapse effects is part of the overall stack
design, and the primary motivation for packing the completed stack with additional
rods.
Prior to inserting the stack into its jacketing tube a slit is ground into the tube with a
diamond cutter wheel, some 10cm along from the end of the tube; this will be used to
access the interstitial volume through the side wall later. The end of the stack in which
the slit has been made will then be closed and fused to the rods of the stack, this seals
out air from entering along the stack interstitial volume from the top, and additionally
supports the rods from the fused end. This is important as the rods would otherwise
descend independently of the jacket at a rate related to the viscosity gradient across
the hot zone. If the internal parts of the stack descend without the jacket an incorrect
draw down ratio is achieved.
A vacuum collar is applied over the slit allowing a vacuum to be drawn as in the case
for jacketing rods. The interstitial space collapses to produce a single solid rod with
the desired refractive index profile. Shown in figure 5-4 is the resultant cane produced
from the stack shown in figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: A completed fibre stack within a jacketing tube, resting on a stacking jig.
Light blue dummy cores are solid F300 silica forming a ring around the 37 close packed
working cores. The blue colouration is due to marking ink on the far end of each rod
for identification purposes. Slim packing rods are visible to the perimeter of the stack
design and extend further along the jacket tube.
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Figure 5-4: A segment of the fully fused form of the same stack shown previously in
Figure 5-3, taken under oblique rear illumination to highlight graded index core regions.




A fibre can be drawn from cane directly as described previously in Section 5.3.3, however
it is greatly advantageous for subsequent manipulation, splicing and general handling,
that the outer diameter of any fibre is increased by jacketing to the industry standard
diameter of 125µm. A final jacketing step is performed concurrently with drawing
the fibre to final size. Whilst a fibre is being drawn small samples can be removed
from the winding drum and analyzed under a microscope, or in cases where the optical
microscope cannot resolve the variation, an optical rig can be used to test the fibre
while the draw process continues. The fast feedback cycle allows design parameter
approximations to be found in a matter of hours, typically with correctly sized sub-
standard (homogeneity, bubbles etc.) material from earlier stage of the process.
Once an operating point has been finalized a quantity of final design fibre, or indeed a
variety of parameter swept fibres are drawn off to storage bands on a collection drum.
Bands of fibre are marked against the parameters used for further full characterization
after the fact, and are rewound onto storage spools as necessary.
5.3.8 Glass Inhomogeneity
The stack and draw technique introduced previously removes air gaps between the
stacked glass rods by applying a vacuum. In the hot zone of the drawing furnace
the surface tension around the liquid glass, and the bulk tension throughout the glass
determine the shape distortion of the rod, and are frozen in place by the solidification
of the fibre. The distortion from a circular cross section to a hexagonal cross section
(for close packed rods) does not eliminate inhomogeneity at the border between glass
that was formerly part of two distinct rods, but is now fused. The origins are not
precisely known, but are probably caused by process variation, which in turn causes
the softening rods to adhere to one another just prior to the hot zone. The erratic
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pattern of adhesion between the rods caused by variations in rod diameter, scratches,
and imperfect packing is transfered to erratic shear stress at the boundary between
glass originating from each rod.
The primary concern for the fibre design is that the coupling between any core pair is
sufficiently similar. The existence of stress at the midpoint boundary between cores is
not in principle a problem, however variations in the stress could potentially modify
the coupling between cores. Further to the problems of introduced stress variations at
the boundary, the doped core of the fibre is slightly elliptical due to the collapse process
after vapour deposition of doped glass on the internal surfaces of a substrate tube (the
cladding glass is also elliptical). Under high drawing tension the symmetry of a fibre
preform can be improved; the doped core rods required for the fabricated fibres were
produced with a very high tension (unfortunately not measured by the cane pulling
apparatus) resulting in an acceptably round rod.
It was assumed that stresses would develop in the process, and that a slow and hot
fibre draw might be advantageous by annealing some of the stress. For these reasons
the first parts of the draw were conducted with maximized tension in order to produce
geometrically symmetric cores and cane; the second process of drawing the cane to fibre
was conducted as slowly and at as high a temperature as possible while maintaining
the specification parameters.
As can be seen in figure 5-5, in which we see a section of the final cane prior to drawing
to size, the stresses between glass regions are readily visible. The homogeneity is hard
to judge quantifiably, and cannot easily be observed once the fibre is drawn to final
size.
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Figure 5-5: Cleaved cross section of 37 core cane. The illumination conditions are
transmission through the cane and from an oblique angle. Here the illumination light
does not readily guide through the doped cores but instead couples to the waveguide
core enclosed and defined by the stressed glass boundaries. Note on the right hand side
of the image, the clear hexagonal boundaries between rods, the now visible dummy rod
ring used to reduce distortion of the outermost core containing ring, and the visibility
of the packing and jacketing glass by their respective stress boundaries.
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5.4 Behavioral Simulation of Multi-core Coupling
Coupling rate between a pair of waveguide cores is dependent on a large number of
factors as previously discussed. In order to gain insight into the expected evolution
of intensity as it couples from core to core, all factors can be reduced to a single
parameter representing pairwise coupling rate. This model ignores many aspects of
the propagation, including polarization effects and nonlinear effects such as cross phase
modulation (XPM). Under the assumption of polarization degeneracy, low power and,
identical cores, we expect to see intensity patterns influenced by the arrangement of
cores alone.
Some pairs of cores will have vanishingly small coupling rate and are additionally as-
sumed to be zero. Evolution of the state is performed by progressing time (phase
rotation of all cores) and coupling amplitude from core to core in a pairwise fashion de-
pending on the amplitude present and a pre-calculated rate. The first order differential
equations are neatly surmised as a single matrix equation:
d
dt
P = MˆP , (5.8)
where Mˆ is the coupling rate between the amplitude in each core arranged as the
vector P . Coupling phase shift is introduced separately, and phase evolution with time
rotated in split step with the coupling operation.
The method described was implemented as a simple C code model in order to visualize
the expected power distribution in the multi core fibre. The model considers coupling
rate as the proportion of the power transfered in unit time evolution; neither parameter
is quantified into real units. The model was used with coupling rates approximated
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by one dimensional overlap of Gaussian shaped modes, to gain insight into how the
arrangement of cores impacts the interference pattern observed. Shown in Figures 5-6
and 5-7 are two example runs of the code with 37 cores coupled to the nearest neighbors
only.
In Figure 5-6 an amplitude of unity was initially placed in the central core, after
720 time steps the simulation shows amplitude in all cores in a radially symmetric
distribution. In real experiments the coupling will not be perfect however it is expected
that a similar distribution will be found in which after a short propagation a photon can
be found in any core, and with a radially diminishing probability. Placing the initial
amplitude in an off-centre position should in principle evolve in an identical manner
until some amplitude reaches the outermost cores; radial symmetry is lost after the
coupling back of amplitude that has reached the discontinuity in the arrangement. An
output like that shown in Figure 5-7 in which the propagation has been allowed to
continue for 7000 time steps is formed, with only a single mirror symmetry. In order
to propagate for the maximum length before reaching the discontinuity of the pattern,
a real experiment will couple photons exclusively to the centre-most core.
5.5 Bright Light Characterization
In order to perform an approximate alignment and to confirm that a sufficiently short
length of fibre was selected, a 800nm fibre coupled diode laser was coupled into the
central core of a short section of multi-core fibre. The light exiting the multi core fibre
was imaged onto an Andor Luca Electron Multiplying CCD camera. In the interference
pattern shown in Figure 5-8 the input coupling was not to the central core, in the
orientation shown it is one core directly to the right hand side of the central core.
In the interference pattern shown in Figure 5-8 there is light in the outermost cores.
Although valid evolution, the coordination of the outermost ring is different to the cores
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Figure 5-6: Schematic representation of the calculated output light from a 37 site trian-
gular lattice of cores. Each core is represented by a circle with brightness proportional
to the amplitude present in the core and phase indicated by the angular position of
a radial line from the centre of each circle. For the case shown amplitude has been
injected into the centre most position and propagated over 720 arbitrary time steps.
Less than 1% of the amplitude has reached the outermost cores and no effects relating
to the boundary are visible.
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Figure 5-7: Schematic representation of the calculated output light from a 37 site
triangular lattice of cores. Each core is represented as in Figure 5-6 by a circle with
brightness proportional to the amplitude present in the core and phase indicated by
the angular position of a radial line from the centre of each circle. Here light has been
initially injected into the position immediately to the right of the centre and evolved
for a larger number (7000) steps. Amplitude has reached the outer most positions and
coupled inward again.
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in the encircled region and is also not consistent between all cores of the outer ring.
The marked jump in properties at the outermost ring represents a departure from the
idealized view in which a walk on a Caley graph is approximated. In principle we are
only interested in behavior prior to amplitude reaching the outermost cores. Despite
this propagation barrier there are 42 nearest neighbour pairwise couplings involved in
the interference pattern before any coupled light to the outermost ring is considered,
still a relatively complex network, and cumbersome to reproduce in a form other than
coupled waveguides (e.g. in fibre components).
While working under bright light the fibre is cleaved back to 20mm length, Over the
reduced length the observed interference pattern (Figure 5-9) has not spread as far as
the outermost ring, but has evolved significantly outside of the central core in which the
input was injected. Here some of the minute non-uniformity of the stack is seen to have
impacted the interference pattern. The non-uniformity is approximately symmetric
about (30 deg counter clockwise from the horizontal axis of Figure 5-9) a stacking axis
of the fibre, leading to the assumption that a systematic coupling rate error exists in
addition to any pairwise variations.
5.6 Single Photon Interference
To explore weather the fabricated multi core fibre is sufficiently low loss for single
photon experiments, and to confirm that the coupling into and out of the fibre are
acceptable, an experiment using single heralded photons was constructed using the
free space BBO source presented in Section 2-7. Although the correlation counts in
each core are expected to be observed in the same proportions as would be found for a
coherent state, by using a heralded photon source we will confirm the behaviour of a
single photon at a time having taken a random walk and being detected in one specific
output mode.
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Figure 5-8: Interference / core power distribution with 50µW 800nm laser light. A
length of 38mm of the multi-core fibre was used, and imaged at the distal end with
40x magnification onto an Andor Luca EMCCD camera. The interference pattern
displayed is asymmetric and similar to patterns seen in the Master equation model
where light is initially coupled to a core adjacent to the central core and subsequently
allowed to propagate beyond reaching the outermost cores. Although the pattern is
sufficiently recognizable to conclude that the gross behavior is correct, it is evident
from the deviations from symmetry that non-uniformity in couplings are present.
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Figure 5-9: A shortened section of multi-core fibre only 20mm in length is illuminated
from the central core under the same conditions as per Figure 5-8. The propagating
light has not detectably reached the outermost cores however it is noted that the
illumination pattern is symmetric only in one stacking axis. The radial non-uniformity
along one stacking axis indicates a systematic coupling error in the direction seen.
During fabrication this axis may have become distorted relative to the others during
the jacketing phase (non-concentric annular collapse) or due to misalignment of the
necked region and the furnace hot-zone.
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Figure 5-10: Schematic arrangement of the experiment used to image the photon in-
terference directly onto an Electron Multiplying CCD camera. The β-BBO source
presented in Figure 2-7 is butt coupled into the central core of a multi-core fibre. The
output face of the fibre is imaged by an aspheric relay lens onto the EMCCD via a
10nm bandpass filter and a wide bandpass glass filter. Only a single photon of down
converted light is present in the multi-core fibre at a time, requiring an integration over
12s in order to produce the image presented in Figure 5-11.
Both outputs of the photon source are coupled to optical fibre and subsequently into Si
APDs. The APD counts are first delayed by a delay module as discussed in Section 3-7
and finally correlated by an FPGA counter. The raw coincidence rate is approximately
350s−1 with the alignment used at the time, hence only one photon at a time was
expected to be present in a quantum walk experiment within the fibre.
The fibre is first imaged (as before with bright 800nm light) with the EMCCD camera
as shown in Figure 5-10 using a long integration time of 12 seconds. Displayed in
Figure 5-11 is the integrated image with level adjustments to make the interference
pattern visible. The focus for imaging is not perfect, however despite the poor focus
the interference pattern is clearly visible.
After imaging the fibre directly with the camera, photon counting measurements were
performed as shown in Figure 5-12 by coupling photons into the central core of the
multi-core fibre and collecting photons from a number of cores in sequence. Heralded
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Figure 5-11: Light at 810nm from the collinear BBO photon pair source, imaged by
the Ando Luca EMCCD camera. The image was taken with a 12 second exposure and
maximum gain settings for the camera. Due to stray light from an undiscovered source
additional back cloth baﬄes were added to the camera. Due to the long exposure











Table 5.2: Measured coincidence rate between detected herald photons and signal pho-
tons coupled into the central core of the multi-core fibre and out from various cores at
the distal end. Cores beyond the eight central cores were not measured due to breakage
of the sample.
single photons were butt coupled in and out of the fibre for this experiment as the 4µm
core of SM800 patch cord closely matches that of the multi-core fibre under test.
Initially the central core both in and out of the 20mm multi-core fibre was coupled to
SM800 fibre through witch one arm of the photon pair source was passed en route to
a Si APD detector. The timing delay was optimized to give a maximum coincidence
counts; it is assumed that the delay will not noticeably change from this point onwards.
A coincidence rate of 70s−1 was observed for the central core. Other cores were sought
by moving the output fibre on a three axis flexure stage positioned along one of the
fibre axes until coincidence counts were found. The position of the collecting fibre was
then optimized to achieve the highest coincidence rate.
Eight of the cores of the multi-core fibre were successfully reached by this process before
a stage collision occurred and broke the sample preventing further exploration. Table
5.2 and Figure 5-13 display the results in tabular and graphical form for the observed
single photon coincidence rate at each core position (graphical positions are schematic
and not measured).
Below saturation the pixel value recorded by the EMCCD camera is assumed to be
proportional to intensity. By thresholding the image to produce a binary mask of
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Figure 5-12: Schematic arrangement of the experiment used to implement the two
dimensional quantum walk in multi-core fibre. The β-BBO source presented in Figure
2-7 is butt coupled into the central core of a multi-core fibre from a single mode fibre
output of the photon pair source. The output from a selected core is coupled out into a
second single mode fibre and detected with an avalanche photo diode. Both input and
output couplings are positioned with three axis flexure micro-positioners (not shown) in
order to maintain correct alignment. Coincidence events between the herald detection
and the output detection avalanche photo diodes are counted by the FPGA counter
electronics previously described. The data in Table 5.2 was collected by integrating
the coincidence counts over a 300s interval while the output fibre is positioned at the
relevant core.









Table 5.3: Image analysis of 800nm bright light interference pattern. Values are ob-
tained by thresholding the image shown in Figure 5-9 to approximate the core bound-
aries and processing the pixel values within each core. The raw values have been
normalized against core eight. Due to saturation of the camera no reliable value can
be found for cores 1, 5 and 6.
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Figure 5-13: Schematic Representation of the observed coincidence rate for given output
core locations. Eight cores were successfully measured, all eight are broadly in line
with expected intensity, and conclusively demonstrate the fibre is suitable to be used
for investigating quantum walk behavior. Specific values for the count rates indicated
are provided in Table 5.2.
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Core Normalized Intensity Normalized Coincidences % Difference
1 Clipped N/A N/A
2 3.491 2.869 -21.70%
3 3.832 3.434 -11.59%
4 2.138 1.754 -21.91%
5 Clipped N/A N/A
6 Clipped N/A N/A
7 2.135 1.852 -15.25%
8 1 1 0%
Table 5.4: Image analysis of the 800nm bright light interference pattern shown in Figure
5-9. Values are obtained by first thresholding the image shown to approximately locate
the core boundaries and subsequently processing the pixel values within each boundary.
The raw values have been normalized against core 8. Due to saturation of the camera
no reliable value can be found for cores 1, 5 and 6. For comparison the single photon
coincidence rates measured for the same cores and also normalized to the rate measured
in core 8 are shown. The percentage difference between the pattern measured with
800nm bright light and 810nm single photons is less than 22% demonstrating similarity
between the two cases.
regions representing the estimated core boundaries can be found. For each core the
pixels enclosed by the approximated boundary are listed and can be analyzed for their
mean and integrated values which are proportional to intensity within the core. The
values found for the cores regions that did not saturate the camera are shown in Table
5.3. Although the image analyzed has been taken with a different centre wavelength
(800nm as opposed to 810nm), and not with identical input coupling, a clear visual
similarity to the distribution of counts from the single photon walk is seen.
By comparing the normalized count values with normalized pixel intensity we can quan-
tify the degree of similarity between the bright light and photon counting experiments.
The lowest intensity core (8) was normalized about since it appears to be the least dis-
torted in the image, and has no pixels close to the clipping level. Shown in Table 5.4 are
the normalized integrated intensity values along with a percentage difference between
normalized count rate (also normalized around core 8) and intensity. Although this test
does not take into account the difference in wavelength between the two experiments
it is an indicator that the interference is similar for the two cases.
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Repeating the imaged intensity analysis with the capture shown in Figure 5-11 where
the EMCCD was used in conjunction with the photon pair source output is not possible
due to the low quality of the image. In either case photons have been recorded in cores
other than the starting central core and the interfering pattern directly captured as
correlated single photon detections.
The inhomogeneity of the coupling rate between cores is evident from the asymmetry
of the interference pattern in both the photon counting and bright light experiments.
Refinement of the fibre and the fibre drawing technique may result in greater similarity
in a future development. The mean variations in core to core coupling strength can
be approximated by further analysis of the bright light interference as detailed in [67]
using a Monte Carlo type search.
By successfully detecting both the integrated interference pattern and single heralded
photons at the output cores of a multi-core optical fibre we have implemented a two
dimensional photonic quantum walk on 37 sites.
5.7 Proposed Future Work
With confirmation that a fibre can be practically fabricated correctly sized and with
acceptable variations for the envisaged walk experiments, and that single photon inter-
ference is successfully observed, the next step is to implement a known single photon
walk experiment such as the Grover [71][72] search or a delayed choice experiment [73].
Alternatively we can place more than one indistinguishable single photon into the walk
at the same time. With multiple identical photons the interference is expected to
display profoundly different character to that of a single photon, due to the Hong Ou
Mandel interference between photons.
Coupling two modes in and two modes out of the multi-core fibre by butt coupling is not
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practical. Ideally all cores should be made addressable at input and output. This could
be achieved by imaging the fibre core arrangement through a single lens onto an array
of lenses each coupling the subsection containing one core onto an input or output
fibre. An alternative solution is a fused coupler similar to a photonic lantern [74],
however crosstalk issues during the waist region of such devices make this potentially
difficult to fabricate. Consider that at the minimum waist interface the cores are ideally
identical and coupled, any inhomogeneity in the the necking down region will impact
the quantum walk by coupling between cores in a dissimilar way.
Addressing Cores by Alternative means
Adaptive addressing of multiple cores simultaneously may be achieved using holo-
graphic techniques or a spatial light modulator. A scheme of this type would apply
a virtual and controllable lens(s) allowing multiple modes to be coupled out of the
waveguide and into single mode fibers. A pair of SLMs, one each for input and out-
put coupling would probably be required for the flexibility to couple arbitrarily into a
multi-core fibre for quantum walk applications.
Another alternative method would employ an array of Si avalanche photo diodes on a
wafer in a triangular lattice pattern. A single relay lens arrangement would then be
able to map all output cores to one APD. This technique does not address the input
requirements, however due to photon source limitations it is unlikely that all cores
would be coupled simultaneously to a photon source.
Further Applications of the Walk Fibre
The ability to control the initial state of a quantum walk is desirable. In a generic
quantum information processing scenario we first prepare the qubit in a desirable state.
In the case of the multi-core fibre the initial state of a photon in a particular position
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is achieved simply by selecting the core to initially couple into. More advanced state
preparation such as a superposition of three locations would be achieved by additional
optical elements prior to entering the fibre.
If instead it were possible to modify the coupling rates along the fibre in a defined
manner, the initial state coupled into a single input site could be evolved into the
correct starting state before continuing along a region of identical cores to undergo
the walk. Dynamic control of a quantum walk has been demonstrated by Silberhorn
et al.[75] by controlling the coin operation in order to bias evolution of the walk or
in the extreme make the operation deterministic. The phase matching between cores
can be inhibited by cross phase modulation to prevent coupling between a modulated
core and an unmodulated core. The modulation could be provided by a bright laser
source sufficiently different in wavelength to the photon source that it does not couple
significantly between cores over the length of interest. By applying counter propagating
pulses of bright light with appropriate timing it may be possible to control coupling of
the photon(s) in the walk and prepare a desired initial state, or conversely to route the
output of a particular core at the end of a walk to an arbitrary other core for output.
combinations of these techniques may simplify readout of single photons by initializing
and detecting arbitrary core occupation states, while permanently coupling only select




In this thesis three interrelated pieces of work have been set out. Temporal multiplex-
ing of single heralded photons by a fibre integrated delay loop was constructed and
demonstrated. Four time bins derived from separate pump pulses of a pulsed photonic
crystal fibre heralded photon pair source have been combined together into a single time
bin with improved delivery probability. The improvement factors attainable with the
implemented system indicate a successful enhancement of heralded photon statistics
post generation. The system was able to produce measurable and significant improve-
ment despite introducing insertion losses in excess of 1dB per delay time, indicating
the viability of future schemes in which low loss optical switches are available.
A custom 37 core optical fibre was fabricated and used to implement a two dimensional
quantum walk of single heralded photons. The implementation is a significant first
step towards implementing a quantum walk based computational task which displays
quantum advantage, in a fibre integrated and room temperature apparatus. A two
dimensional single photon quantum walk was observed using photons from a β-BBO
heralded photon pair source in the fabricated fibre.
Effective and simple electronics have been designed and demonstrated for the control
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and detection of photons in the discussed systems. An FPGA based correlation counter
has been designed and successfully used to detect coincidence rates for the two presented
single photon sources and for the subsequent random walk and temporal multiplexing
experiments. Precision time delay modules have been designed and used throughout
all temporally aligned measurements and control experiments. Finally an FPGA based
multiplexing control system has been designed and constructed in order to operate an
optical delay loop in a real-time and feed-forward manner.
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